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INTIkODUCTION
-,

In any\heiman society; attitudes toward childhood
,ireflect nd are reflected by the social fabric of that -

society. sPhillip Aries emphasizes in his book,
CentariesL6f Ckildhood, the role of childhood in
the structure and' organization of western society
has been N...dically altered over the last 300 years.

. Pictures- of- children-from -1.00 -years ago serve to
slernoristratee recent changes in our tinderstan-d-

- ing of this developmental period. Obviously the, long, dark clothes, top hats and bonnets vrorn by
these children reflect more than a clothing4style of -

the era. Indeed, at that time, children were consid-
ered to be and therefore were treated as miniature
adults. - .- 7.

Childhood, as it is presently conceived, is a rel- t.

atively new -phenonienon. No single event is more
i .important to the history of child care than the

change in our perception of the early years of
human life. How lonk a period of development
childhood is believed ,o be, the manner in which .

society chooses to reg4rd it, and the rights and re-,
..,

sponsibilities accorded to children (including their
degree of independence and relative status) are all
VariableS' which have been altered by society over
time. The care and raising of the young has always
been an issue of great. sOcial, and psychological'. .#r

concern, and any discassion\ of cl'ildhood .necessit
tates a dialectic of past and present considerations..
Examination of the recent history of the treatment
of\hildren -reveals dominant trends that requ#fr

,
attention in- the construction of public policies.

Childhood is now viewed as a unique and ten-: der period of dependency and growth for which N.

a.

behavior norms for adults are nonapplicable; no
longer are children thought to be but small adults.
Recently, increased concern on the part of parents,
teachers, and policymakers about responsibility
for insuring proper development and satisfaction
ofneeds.hae brought various issues of child care
into the public realm. Public concern-parallels the
change the .conception of 'the significance of
childho : And this parallel development is based ....

.... I.
-,

, . ---6 upon concern for who should-be the final arbitrator ,-:

of children's needs for the good of children.



With the change in viewing childhood has come_ change in assuming
responsibility for that developmental period. Child labor laws represent an
action in- behalf of society to legislate the needs of children. This public legisla-
tion has at the same time delimited parental responsibility for the caring of
Childrenthe care of children at one time being the sole purview of. parerrtS.
Thus, with childhood being regarded as a period of dependency and growth

-requiring nurture-ha come-an increase-in societal concern for Children's well
being and a corresponding decrease in total parental responsibilty.

Society is now responsible for developing public policy for child care that
will in fact determine what is best, for children and this will be reflected in-the,
structure and direction of the educational prograins and the ,size and distribu-
tion of financial allocations for these prograrris. Flexible, intellectually sound,
and SO'cially valuable programs need to be generated. And given the expanding
intellectual inquiry into childhood and the concern acknowledged by large
segments of the public, it is essential that child care policy be an outgrowth of
the perceived needs of children ,based on the information on child care that is
now available.

At present, academicians, researchers, ancLalembs.rs of presidential com-
missions report findings which could lect the lives of millions of children if

erthe. were chancels between these indi iduals and policyrnakers.--What needs
to be 'established is a method by which policyrnakers can integrate the concerns
of diverse sections of the population with the inforthation generated at, uni-
versities and research institutes. Moreover, the resulting policy must then ibe
open to public debate and, ultimately, tested in tke marketplace of society--
schoolS and social and politica institutions. Questions ahera-child care must
be,foi-m4ited, these questions should be handled by research' when necessary,

A

and research results, together ith existi-6g knowledge about children, must be
developed into a cohesive ands meaningful public policy.

The report which follows is an atterript to identify the difficulties involved
.irLdevelopirig an acceptable public policy for child care. rt is an exercise" in the
use of-rational principles to arrive at reasonable solutions for the care of
children. This report demonstrates less of a concern with actual content than-

- with the process by which content can be established; thus; several models for
,.,

effecting policy were evolved from a single document,, Federal PrograMs for
. Young 'Children: ,Review and-Recommendations: prepared by Dr. Sheldon

White. Although the iigorma,tion presented here is specitiCslue to the faces
.,__ ,. .

that one group of policyrnakers and one group representing the '-scientific
community concentrated their efforts on but one paper the /results of, this
inquiry are intended to and should be directed-toward a broader-perspective.
This material is intended to provide the,reader with one attempt at investigat-
ing and experimenting with a variety of systems for establishing child care

i policy. 1 I, , - r
,

.,5 The rst part of tNs. report is addressed to theisSues and problems revealed
.6 -r. in the lin ng of public poliEy and child care. Ik is a process approach that



centers:on the structure Of the problems to be solved, the pitfalls encountered,
and the' conclusions The 'second part includes the summary from
White's ate's report, which was utilized as point of departure for the two groups,
and' the- third part is comprised of critiqUes of White's report that cannot dye
considered 'as and were mot interided to be, a complete discussion of the
subject, matter. Within Part 1, a description of the historical context of issues
relating to public concern about child care is presented. Fallowing this, pos-
sible models for effecting child care policy are discussed with particular
emphasis given io the development of one model which seems to have -good
potential for uniting issues of child care and public policy. Part II presents the

. specific context area chosen for implementation of this model; obviOusly,
other-context areas may have been suitable. The six.presentations of Pail III

et include critiques'of the report by distinguished colleagues in the field of child -

de-elopment, a- brief summary of the ensuing discussions, and a statement
linking child care and public policy that is an outgrowth of the conference.

In the face of rapidly altering social values, political change, and new
theories for child health and growth, one must be cautious in approaching such
a task as the integration of child care and public policy. Yet the needs and
health of our children-require that a great deal of attention be paid to these,
issues, and . the. well-being of our society depends upon such investigation.
What follows then is an early attempt to bridge this gap.. Far more
investigation is need but it is hoped that the formal presentation of this

. experience may serve to facilitate further develoyments., -
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Historically, the care of children has not been considered an exalted activity. It
has'not reqpired much formal eduCation or a certain degree of wealth and has as
a consequence been held in low regard. Recently, child care has taken on new
importance. The impetus for this interest is due to a constellation of forces:
federal and state government interest in welfare reform, educational ettablish-
=lent a.nd pare.ntal concern over_ preschool education. recognized.psychological
consequences of early yChildhood experiences, and the changing work patterns
of parents. The complex of ,these pressures, from an historical perspective and
viewed in light of the demands of the present, create a framework that requires
attention,. -

There now,exists'a demand for child care services. U,n-fortunately, programs'
responding to this need are poorly planned, lack sensible structure, and are
chaotically developed and administered; the direct results are ineffectual pro-
grams. ith the goal being that of optimal growth and development of chil-
dren, it is ecessary to combine the expertise of scholars and policymakers in-

the pursuit\of rational, informe blic policies'and programs for children and
their families. To this end, the problems of child care are presented here from
an historical ,perspective, possible models for systems of chid care are de-'
scribed, implementation of these is explored, and future approaches
are recommended.

THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT
To broaden the perspectiveon child care'and public policy, it is .rnportant to
examine the historical cycles of public concern for the care of y,2ung children.
From such examination emerges two distinct trends in preschoo1programs
day .care and nursery school. Although both of these programs followed a
separ'ate developmental course, there are some similarities. A brief historical
presentation of day care and nursery school programs is provided here as
backg;ound information. _

Although Plato advocated that children be removed ft-pm their hoiries at an
early age to be directed by individuals specially trained in the care and educa-
tion of the young, this activity was not adopted by Western civilization.
Western orientation has clearly been that of child care within the horhe.-In the
case of communal structure, as in hunting and gathering societies"- families
worked and lived together and children were raised within their common
home. With the corning of the Industrial Revolution, work was no longer con-
ducted in the home, and as a consequence, a new dginition of the role. of the
child and of the family emerged.

-There was much social concern for the children of working parents. Ii 1789,
Count Oberlin, a Lutheran pastor in Alsace, established a center for children
of mothers who worked the farms. In Paris in the 182Qs and 1830s, "salles

10 -.-d'asiles" for the very young flourished; providing few activities of an educa-

1 0
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do a1 nature,. the nevertheless were attended by 3,600 children in 1839.
....,Around the same timegGermany began to take care of and protect the children

of working parents. These "klein kinderbewahranstalten" were founded and
maintained by religious societies, women's societies, and private philanthro-
pies. In England Robert Owen, great?), influenced by Pestalozzi, was .4cceptirig
factory-workers'-children,- as young-.as- one-year-,- into- his nurseries a Ithofigh
there was hostility at the time toward this type of day care arrangement. 'The
various nomenclature of thge schoolscharity, industry, dane, and common

'. daycan be traced-to their divergent origins. .

In histories of ArrIi.ican education, there is scant reference to day care or
.....4 nursery education: The development of these preschool programjs is difficult to

document completely because lit 5le information was recorded about those pro-
grams which were not a part ofrEhe public school system. However, the impor-.
taut influences on the development of the preschool movement in this country
were industrialization, urbanization, advanced technology, poverty, the pro-
gressive education movement, and the-growth of thei lifteiences. As a result
of these societal forces, two separate, class-linked types of prekhool piograrliS '
emerged. On the one hand, the traditional private.nurser)-, school, designed for .
middle- and upper-classes, -provided educational and psychological develop-
ment for children from three to fiv.: :. -rs of age. On the other hand, day
nursery or day care was definitely : ---- ..- for the ',Slyer classes; it was de-
signed strictly from a utilitarian stant-e. ..iz to free both partners of the work-
ing family. Although both programs served the same age range, they served
different segments of the population and, thereby, established separate goals.. .

The former was a luxury the-latter a necessity. Whereas nurseries operatedl .

c9-),only a.few hours a !day, care was typically a full-day program. It was com-
mon to distinguish the two by calling the former "educational" -and the latter -
'custodial," but in fact, there was originally little difference in the actual func-,

tioriing of these programs so that the insistence on the use of such distinctions
served only to thinly, veil class segregation. At present these distinctions still
exist.

Nursery- Schogls
. , .

I
Ge 11 (1943) states that nursery schopls in America were first established in
191 with initial impetus from Britain. Margaret MacMillan and Gra .c.. Owen
started'programs-for the poor in Loriclon and Manchester- .1:-ICI specialists from
their schools presented their work at Columbia ::rive- -..; Teachers College)
in 1920. Around the same time, Gesell began a study or two- .and three-year- 1.

olds at the Yale Psycho-Clinic, the Merrill-Palmer School ...-as estaSlished in
Detroit, and the Iowa Child Welfare Research Station as-well as the New York
Bureau of Experiments directed studies of t-...-o-, three-, and four-year-olds.
Although some resemblance-b-etiveen the growth of kindergartens -L--: the 19th 11

ra. 1



century and nurwy prograjns in the early 20th century is evident, then are
striking idifferences in the effects of scientific research on these programs.
Duggan, writing about the hitot-y of American education, said that "possilyt3L---
no other movement in education is being so carefully developed' under the
guidance. of research as is the study of very small children in the nursery
school:"1

Scientifielinterest in early childhood was generatedby and resulted in new
emphases in psychology, biology,' physiology, and medicine and in experi-
mental efforts in the fields of mental health and hygiene. Research efforts were
supported by psychology and education departments in leading universities,
by research organizations, by parents who found -it increasingly difficult, under
existing *social conditions, to provide adequately for the education of their
young a-iildren, and by individuals and associations iterested in improving
the educational status of day care. Research centers shared the common goal of
expanding knowledge of preschool children, rich acrd poor. By 1936 the U. S./i"

Office of Education reported the existence of 285 nursery s'chbols: 77 lab
(research) schools at universities, 53 philanthropic in nature, 144 private, and
11 in public schools.

One-of the earliest private (nonresearch) nursery schools was organized by
faculty wives at The University of Chicago in 1916.

d1/4The=.1 y felt the need, which they could not fill' in therr homes, of the begin-
.nings of social contact, of group play, the chance at give and take and

the supervision at times of adults, not the children's- dv's.n..yrtothers. The
mothers eeded to acknowledge other children than their: own, and the)

r- op nity to test the efficacy of home training when their -Children'
- joined a group:

Providing group experience for their children and broadening their own experi-
ence with other children seems to be a common motivation for the creation of
middle-class nursery facilities. Obviously an essential element in the design of
these schools was the maintenance of close -cooperation with the kt4zzia.e. and
family.

Day Care
The nursery sch-ool and/day care movements occurted simultaneously. Where-
as nursery _school was developed supposedly for educational purposes, day
care was classified as a health and welfare function and thereby was considered
a charitable prograP1, largely custodial in approach. The fir9t day care center
in the United States was probably-the one opened in Bosto in 1838 by Mrs.
Joseph Hate to provide care for the Children of seamen's wives and widows.

12 Another, founded in New York City in 1854 by the nurses at Childrerti:S

I ti
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Hospital, was for working mothers' children who had been patients and was
apparently purely-cuSlodial As a result of the Civil War, some gay care pro-
grams were established for children of war widows, but it was.;not until.the
Great Depression and World War 1.1 that anl major program effort was under -
takentaken by the government. Under the Federal'Emergency EduCfation Program'>-
3,600 facilities serving.65,000 needy children were set up in the 1930s. Under
-the Works Progress Administration of the New Deal, -150,000 'fainklies enrolled

'the Family Life Education Program. BY 1939, 300,000- children had., been
eju-olled in 1,500 emergency centers, Most OP which were housed in public
school-buildings. HOwever, as grave social conditions disappeared, so did most'-
of the day care facilities. Thus in 1948, only aboueci.0 percent of-all cities in the
United. States were operating nursery schools or child care centers,- in,sfke of

- Ar

R urging 'on the part of educators at the "White House. Conference on Chil,dren in
a Dercioci-acy7 (1940) that this emergency pattern of childcare; mat erraly
and parent education be permanently instituted. Unfortunately, -the--fgaLs of,
the government taking over the fianctiOns of the family were strorig-Sand/rxii;-_.
scale public support never materialized. In the 1940s and early 1950s thesf'----
were heightened by the cold war and concern abdut commisrit.

Curient Events in the. Nursery :and
Day Care Movements

1.

. - .. '' - .. --

- 1 i a

The 1950s and 1960s were a time of prosperity and security in_this country, and
the preschobl movement again became a public issue. Many factors accounted --

.forthis renewed interest: 1) an increase in suburban living, resulting in a.tela-
tively low density of children, necessitated planned, structured playgroups; 2) ..

. the decrease in the birthrate resulted in smaller families and, correspondingly, °

fewer age-mates within thehome; 3) mechanization in the lionfe provided indi
viduals with more free time; 4) a greater number of women entered the_labor
force; 5) an increase in community aicrfor families, especially the poor, was
provided; and 6) educators became More attuned to family needs, .

Most importantly, the demand for prIschool programs grew because it
7 became apparent that the family alone cannot-meet the requirements for the-

development and socialization of young children. As knowledge of child
development increases and is further refined, the standards demanded of
parents are raised. Even under ideal conditions, parents often feel unable- to
meet these standards. o

Finally, not to be ignored is the fact that mothers do worksome for finan-
cial necessity, some for the need or desire to .use skills and education, and
.others to escape boredom and isolation. Whereas in 1940, only one mother in
10 held a job,Iii 1A70, for the first time, there were more women with minors
holding jobs (517percent) than those-who did not. With more m_ others working.
there are more 'Children who neect care and fewer mothers to give it. 13'

a
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Possibly the greatest dernand.foz the care of youriglhildreff2comes from

single-parent families and from families of the poor. The-fiast largsc)ie public 1.
. .

response-to this expresses was the launching-of Head Start as a natiOn:
. wide program in the suIrtmer of 1965. The fdrces that effected this .ifinovive

program still exist, and there is every indication that their efforts.will1:brOad:
awened. In 1973 there were sixmillion children below the age of si.x,i.vith mothgrs

in the labor force;Al rugh the nurnh-st of children in this age group_is declin-
,

ing, the number of c ildreh with W'orkilctg tnoila:firs:has increased. Moreover,
...

them ost rapid` gain in labor. force participaLtio; in recent years has been the
,

addition of wives below the age of 3.5,,--especially those with children under six'. .

years Of age. This'iS now an established workinpattern for young mothers
,

and earlSr. it-must be considered and
_

and dealt with. --. i , _-
Ten, years fter the beginning of I7read Start. there are contiouingcl\emands

for more divergent and better means care. Unfoi-tuiaately, thezq is little"
in theway of rational, coherent; and'organlzed response. What is needed is 7

tconsideration of past methods, gath-ring of information on current needs, and
.3-

integration of 'scientific knowledge with policy administration in an- effort to
-;create ar.a informed and viable policy.

Aibbq..s- FO. EFFECTING =: CHILD CARE
. -----
The present lack of communication between the scieritific and policymaking
-communities is-due-t-O a multiplicity of fa ctors.:-The policymaking comthunity.i..s-

0, -by-nature responsivereact' kg tp political, social, and economic pres sures and
neAcis...-+Ioweverrather tha& programs and directing public .efforts

-through readership and education, policymakers all too often act only when
society has already responded to particular issues. Equal fault lies with the
scientific- community. Its commitment to theory and abstraction, rather than
"real life" problems, and the use of scientific language and methodology
obscure the information needed by policymakers to handle the issuescreatively.

In response to the growing demand to devise a system of thoughtful and
organized action for child care in this country, the Institute for Research in
Human Development-at Educational Testing Service (ETS) initiated a project
to explore the complexities of child care and public policy. This pilot effort has
been supported by the Rockefeller Family Fund and ETS.' As a first step, it was

14
a

necessary to establish a system of communication between those engaged in
. child development research and those setting policies. With the establishment

of communication procedures, s.Srsmatic implementation of models could
ultimately be achieved. Iliefollowin-g approaches were considered in an effort
to -bring the two-groups together..
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- Positipin Paper Model
----.. ... . . .One- means ordosirtg the communication gap between scientist and policy- <

--=<-:..-maker is to-comr4:4pn a single; comprehensive,paper on the topic of concern.
Since oneapersoglek. cl write and distribtite the document, it would be corn-. ...F..

pleted relatively quickly. In the realm c gubtic policy a high prerr9um isPlaced ,on s and this approach-could well siasfy.thig need. linfortund'telyi this
aPprbac sacrifices brdad of coveratg. and iiitiction :with collea es;i \--
would zr47.-3t- encourage t kind- of' /atrricriunication_thatthese two diAinct
communities requi-fe. erefore, a.? Sirgle--:paper may- not be representatiye., 4'of the diversiwiof opinion_ancl-m-not present Many, of the possible policy . . .
alternatives. 0%.-1-------

1

Grout) Process Modet
/1

A group communication riodel4Was consideredcas rimgins of -proviclingithe
scientific acid policymakirii communities with ofen channels forthiexchanse
of information. The scientific community could contribute to this' effort ,
describing present levels of lt:awledgec how a giveii problern could be 'studied,
and what areas need further investigation. The policyrnaking community could

, -up ,contribute by proviaing the inpu determining those areas that require study,
analysis-of what is .relevant to poll ormation, the needs of the:Commifinity

theirsverspective, and what can re istically accomplished. Thus, the-
.co.nim cation model tIlt 5ras envisioned would actively involve both corn-

For)implerrientation of this general- ?nodel, the. following specific
Model was developed. .

Group Process Expanded. A steering committee would be Atablishecl to detei
mine specific problems.of interest to the scientific community and of impor-
tance to public poliCk--groups. Following the selection of the problem areas,
position papers be-commissioned and authors chosen by the steering
committee. Policym'a.kea';. s well as representatives of the scientific community
would attend a conferenCe td review the completeci papers and tocr,elect the best
for inclusion in a book-that would be distributed to a derange'range of experts.

is-model was inititated in the summer of 1973. The steering committee
included various experts oh child care and human development (see Appendix
A for the list of participants). However, in the course of the first meeting in
New York City, it was determined that the group process approachWas not a
workable model. An abundance of position papers are alre,idy available; more
papers.need not be omriiiSsioned.-The problem is that they are`not utilized by
either community ber.ause,they have been produced in isolation by 'researchers
who are not- aware of the needs of the policymakers. In' the discussioriS that
followed, another model was. evolved.

p
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- Interaction Model

r

V

...

Taking into 'consideration the wealth of pOsitiori pap ex.'s thatalry exist, it
, 1,4;as:decided that a corzatnittee from the scientific community .ould be ttiar"-

- lished to act as a caearinghouse, Initially, the clearinghouse function wouldibe
10 ,.. to determine.which of the existing .position papers should be furte,r- explored..

.4--i The committee would they review the selected paper for its presentation of the ,\..
.

..,...
-. " diversity of releirant positions and would outline the results: of the work is they

AZ I apply to pblic policy. Thus: the clearirighose would proide a Scientific

-"' .
forum fctr the-discussion of,4Ievant pu &lic policy papers. , - -

4 In

Zs

.1:5(... Tfie committee agreed that fie- original paper as well as ilidividual, diverse
-... -

. opipion's should be collected and- published so that the policyrnaking corn -
. munity would have a cerytra, I and relativelY .unbiased center tg,..locate scientific,

s--'' ° inforrnitiop,On policy'-releya.-rlt issues. Initially; this clearinghouse function
., was to be the primary effort. However, in order to make this model. effective, I"

iiiis
- it was reaped that the policyrnaking, community would -have to have the

1 ,4 ,, .

7" ; -, mt4,sr to request tnevstanding t ommittee to initiate position papers in response .

. t. li-ir specific needs. If a relevant position)aper was not ayailable, the policy=
- ..i. -i m. trig community could ask the commit -re to comrnissionsuch a paper. The.

- - 1 -.)... saris view process would then be initiixid to examine this completed report.
-'The steering-c eesommittagreed on thi teractive model and chose to review

Sheldon White's paper, Federal Programs for Young Children: Review and_ -

) . Recommendations. White's project was supported by the Huron Institute,-
' under contract with the Dep.' artrnent of Health, Education and Welfie. It is an

.'extensive survey of programs assisting children aged 0 to 9. - ....._

,

%so

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE.
INTERACTIVE MODEL

.
A meeting to examine Sheldon White's report was held in the spring of 1974 at.
Educational Testing Service in Princeton, New Jersey. The conference was
attended by researchers in child development and education, state and federal
elected 'and appointed policymakers, nonprofit day, care *groups, and some
representatives of private foundations and institutions (see Appendix B). Al-

.. though the group was kept small enough to function as a seminar, it neverthe`..-
less was broadly representative of. the influential groups involved in childare
and public policy issues.

The conference was scheduled to last two and one-half days. The original
agenda follows.
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.
Thur; day, 28 MArch 1?74

a \
Presentation by Sl5eldon White, HarvardUniversity
Lunch ' . ..-.. ... . - . ' - -, .

1:15-p.m. Discussants,i i. ,

-
. Carl $:_reiter, Ontario Institute for Sti1idies in Education

_WilliaELLICetsen, Yale Unfveisity- 7--_ .
(' IrVing Sigel, Educational Testing Sertrice

- 10:00 a.m.

Noon

--C-

L . _. Harold Srevenson; University of Michigan- ,
.... z.......

,
7:00 pan.' Dinner . ,, 4

:-
1.. . ,

. : , - .". . .. .7.

'IPI f .. \ '.

Friday,-29March ..., -4 ...,i - ..r
00 a.m. "Contirtiea discussion ofWhite;sretirt and its relevartc to public policy

. :..

..,,
sz. .

Noon Arrival of public policy. participants . . ..-- tv
Lundk

1:30 tlyerview of Whites report and its criticisms:-
Edinund Gordon, Educational Testing ServiCe
and Columbia University

.._

p..m. Dinner \
Saturday, .3Q March

9f00 a.m. :Linking child care and public policy:. . -
,Sally Alley, Education Commission of the States

,.. 1:60 p.m. Lu-t' ch t '
-

1 4 - '
...

Review of evaluation of procedures; plans ,for futare-conferences I.

b'
.. . h

d . .

'...%

_ Those convened foz ar the first day and half primarily represented the scientific
community. The coie of this group was the seeeting committee that met the

.
previous summer and. also included several policymakers.to express public
policy needs_ The intention of this group was to review this four-volume work
as a council of peersfocusing on such scientific concerns as the issues_ of
evaluation, the sampleS and measures used; aa.,t their validity and signifi-

4cance-,--and to then aid ptiblic policy people in its use. .. .
.With the arrival of the other Rublic policy administrators, the two gradps

discussed policy needs and alternatives. The session began with summarizing
remarks by Edmund Gordon of Educational Testing Service and Columbia

a

University,
The

comments were made by White,' and an open discussion
followed. The neZt day, Sally Allen, of the Education Commission of the

' States, linked the issues oflchild care and public policy. All presentations are
induded in -Part M. . . Na ç Ir.. i

. :16 ( ...
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OUTCOMES OF. THE
INTERACTIVE _MODEL

a

O

It should be Tinted out that closure was neyer the intended outcome of these
meetings. The issues 9f child cafe and public policy do not lend themselves to
neat,simplislic answers. What was anticipated was breadth and multiplicity':

-Some of,therissue's of concern were: 4.r .

,

The g'oalsYo't early Childhood programs and their InderLying values the
Problem of pluralism.- r

° The alteznative%models of educational experiencethe problem of method4C

The costs (both social .ancLfinanciali of -die various optiOnsthe problem of
resources.,

:

The kinds of research findings that have I:teen gathered to date as well as
further research that trtay_ be needed---the,problern of understanding as the

- basis for adaptive action programs.
% .

White's report was used as a- vehicle to discuss these issues; _because it was
up-to-date, broad, and available, it well satisfied" the goal. -

Although all participants were concerned about both child care arid public.
policy, the group was split into "scientists" and "Policyrnakers." This distinc-.

, .
tion was madein the belief that -the scientific community first needed to subject
-the Rapeztto a peer.review. It was-believed that this reView, dealing with such

4.. . . .

7xssues as sa.mple SiZe, use bf.statistics', and so forth,4would not be either appro-
priate or relevant for Policym.akers. In reviewing the outcome of the
conference, itnow appears that the split was:arbitrary and that communication
_would have been increased had the two groups met together from the start.

In any event, the most important- outcome was the interaction and com-
munication that did result. One participant, noting a difference between the
first meeting (June 1973) and the second (March 1974), stated, "Researchers
seem to be considering policy issues more realiStically. There's a sincere and
realistic effort to listen to policy concerns. Similarly, policy people gained a
new and real appreciation fir the problems which reseil.<ers face:. .

., This interaction and communication also influenced the institutions and
organizations represented at the conferences. Contact between researchers and
policymakers was increased, the -need' for more meetings was expressed; and
further (In arid centralization of information was requested. It was
agreed thaLstat and local governmepits should be able. to .consult a well-
informed, unbiastd source when preparing for or voting on legislation effecting
child. care services. -Such. a. central information,-source should be available to
advise, to edticate, and NY respond to needs_and s, ould'not function only when

18 there is a crisis. i.-
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LAdartionalPotitedmes sited by participa*s suggest-that the second meeting
helped- to crystalize the issues involved in providing quality services for chit -A

i - dren. It also became clear tbat their is a need 'foic.interdisciplinary efforts in
research and planning and a need for further opPlortunitiesito exchange infor- j

_ _ ..mation and discussozicerns in order to deal with these issues.
-<-. 1

Finally, by utijifig an existing repot and basing the discussions ai.o,undii
useful, practical inforrnatioi-Q.Aras obtained.. 'l

e ,..-,,r k r fro.`; :4, -
L-JDV1012513", this attempt reprrsents just the opening ertt c f a dialogue

toorong IA. coming. There vtrere far more quekions raise ll b e procedures,.
.content; and-Sty le of the meetings than tile nuMber of answers provided. Yie't, it

, ,...-wasa good start according to thpartitiPants and one which they would like
to see continued.

6 .

6

.

TUTURE CONSIDERATI6NS' -.

In-discussing the course of future efforts to'handri;child care and public_policy -:
isSues wo dimensions need considerationVVhSi. shall be the nature of the
exchan e and who should undertake this task? .-.: -

Future Models
Interactive Model. One possibility is to continue to use this interactive model
as.the basic approach. That is, to systematically convene meetings in order to
focus attention on an existing document. One such report might be that of the
National Research Council, or, in the future, some of the work of the Carnegie
Council on Children. AltholIgh there were certain,advantages to the structure
of the meetings in the past, future meetings should be established. to permit the
two areas to meet' sep-Srately first and tnen to convene for plenary sessions.
Because this model places'a prerniurri on I teraction, the actual meetings would
be rather sern;nar-like and small. Again, the distillation and distribution 9f the
resulting proceedings would be crucial, and attempts- for the widest circulation
of the results would be .necessary.

Conference Model. A second option would be the larger confer-ewe approach.
Basically this approach focuses on the eduCational functions of such a meeting.
Given its size, it woUld_be a more Passive approach than the interactive model
eli.4Fussed above, but it Would havethe effect of reaching rnore people faster.
This might. be invitational in nature and therefore selective, or an open registra-
tion may be offered with the goal of, attracting a very broad aryl representa-

.tional group of all those who might be interested. Althouit this second option
has the advantage .of reaching greater numbers of people and also of performing
_a service,'it stresses the more passive aspects of a lecture-type situatiop. It is also 19.
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Rossibi,e, through this less selective model, fo recapture some of the cot:s of th,e''
conference through registration fees while simultaneously .establishing a
bpadef base of those interested in child care and public policy:

dt...., - .- The agenda might be tl-?egenerzal topic of child care and publicp-oIicy with/ \several different, simultaneous sessions or-workshops_ Alternatively, the entire
..,"7.7. conference could focus on one spefific issee. Such topics,as child development

programs, legislation related to Aild care, or industry -related child-care mightbted. This Cfce2procedure could grdw into an annual Or even,
be sugges cineren_
semi-annual ,event. .:- , "1

. .
. - i..

Public Policy Mocief:Anoiher option might. stress the stated needs of t,lpe policy-
makers_ This "-irould take the form of'establishini a bureau or center to elf-6ft

specific policy needs. Knowing thes....tit wefi:147e possible -rds arrange anecreate
Ali r_rninar and conferences around the as,as of SUbstantive knowledge. For, Rexample, if a state office of child develOpM t is.=f-cdrisidering a _rograrn Of

L; infant day care, the center might create t seri of lectures or paper's on such
issues as the costs of such programs and the n meroUs kinds of curricula i,-ari-
ous states have considered_ Another-example a pOlicy-geared-format would
be to provide a center wherein policyrnakers would be free to call for aid to

_ effect impending legislation or to create new legislation. .

V:Scientific Review IVIddel. Still another activity might focus more on scientific
and research eonce s. Thisactivity would center around a high-level clearing-v

..house fUnction'. Gi en the immense volume of existing and in-progress-studies
and-reports in thi's f eld, a clearinghouse would be inaliiable to those who are

..._, in decision-making positions (both on the policy level and On the implementa-
..- ticsi level). Such a clearinghouse might become the source of all up- todate

information about child development programs, research, clemohstration
i.proiVcts, legislaton, and organizations: ,, _, ; -

_
In addition, a clearinghouse function might be that of producing scientific

review of existing public policy papers. This eview would serve_ the function
c:of a.'quality and.cliversity check on papers-con i'clered relevant for public policy
concerns. Care should be taken to insure the proper review procedure for

--t, position papers_ Such an activity was 'envisioned in the original interactive
-model that was propd,ed. Without a public policy orientation the scientific
review becomes just half the story and may be incomplete ftprrt a policy
perspective_ a-

s

p

10'
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Qrganizing Role 3

. All four of these models could be elaborated further, especially with emphasis
on(vho should provide these services. It was the general consensus that a non-,gov&nmental, nonprofit group would be best suited to perform any- or all of
the various outlined functions that are needed. While university-based 6rgan-..

u
,'
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izers have the requisi e independence-and-objectivity, .their Major commitment
is to teaching, whic ould.not permit them to devote the amount of time that
is necessary.. Moieov r, continuity might be difficult to achieve 'within the
urtiirersity setting. It seems that these activities might best be placed in a twill
profit institutior1/44-lavag the himan and capital resource
this area one of prime concern_ ,:-- 17

1 .",

in Conclusion ., .

necessary to make...
!sr

jek

The enth' theseand interest generated by t;ese initial meetings on child care
and public olicy are clear indicators of the continued need fOr corrirn.unication
aid intexiiction in this field_ :There is also reason-10 believe Salt the introduction
of-suclAil,ls as the Monciale-Jvits Child and FamilsoServices Bill will be topics
of .iziatch discussion in this decade. This Is not a passing fad of-the 196ds.,. The
introduction of this bill guarantees that these issues will be part of our nationaLe
agenda, and, in some way, it must be a part of our agenda as well.

Footnotes
.
laug.gan. S. A Stude;nt"s Text6-o.O'k- in the History of Education.. p.."327.

2Bass, cooperative nursery school. Survey. November_ 1925, LV, p. 217.
j
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In this section is a summary,-which was prepared by Dri Sheldon White and
his associates at Harvard University, of the report writtei7 for the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Planning and Evaluatipn.. The summary is presented' here in full so that the

.,.>),ader can be ter understand Part IIIthe formal critiques; summary,
statement made istinguished sthol4rs at the Child Care] and Public Policy
Conference.

Although federal programs are only a small part of all public programs on
behalf of children, it is an area of major irril.ortance because of its influential
role and responsibilitry in stating national goals, standards, and priorities. The
study relies prirnrily on analysis of formal data in an. attempt -to move from
informal to forrnaVevidence- in the:evaluation of programs for children. The
discUssions that are presented in Part III1thed -some light on the successes and
failures. of this approach.

The actual report is in three parts. "Goals and Standards of Public Pro= -

grams for- Children" focuses on the following areas:_purpose and design. of the-
report, the evolution of public programs for children, critical periods and earlyr-
experience:prediction from childhood characteristics to adult characteristics,\
reviews of evaluation in four major areas of intervention, and health care.
"Review of Evaluation Data for Federally Sponsored-Projects for Children"
examines data in five particular categories: early eleMentary education, pre-
schfoljntervention, day care, family intervention, and .health care. "ReCom-
mendations for Federal Program Planning" is directed toward three major
areas: recommendations regarding preschool and day- care programs, recom-
mendations for emphases in programs for children, and recommendati
regarding future analysis. All sections of the report are touched on in the
summary that foll8ws.

26
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Federal _Programs for Young Children:
Review and Recommendations

This study reviewed existing data about child develOpment and evaluations of
programs for children as a basis for recommendations for federal program
planning. It dealt with disadvantaged children aged 0 - 9 and the federal pro-

. grams no set forth for their aSsistance.. The study was an extended examina-
tion of o. recent preinises about 'government action on behalf 'of siich- chil-
drenfi t, that program planning, can be guided by child development data
and 'program. evaluation data and, second, that goals for such programs can
and should shift, from crisis intervention town -id a broader concern for the
enhancement _of/child development.

At the heart of the issue to be addressed is the question of what childhood
disadvantage is. But "disadvantage" is a complex and surprisingly ,Subtle
notion and required several steps in thinking to come to a definition.

The term "disadvantage" is widely used-.--Lin public discussion, in scientific
writings, in congressional testimonyand a Hist step 'in understanding it
comes wherione recognizes that it is applied to many sorts of children, many
negative circumstances, many programs Of childhood. Whet solutions for dis-
advantage are proposed, this multiplicity at times seems to be stereotyped; as
when the problems of the disadvantaged child are ideritified with those of the
average Slack child, or the average poor child. At other times this multiplicity
seems to be preserved but an unclear way, as when it is argued that pro-
grams or services for children should be comprehensive but without any in-
dication of the kind of diversity implied in comprehensiveness. :

.Examining the various usages of- the term, five standards of disadvantage
can be identified, each of which is necessary if one would include all of-the-chil-
dren identified as disadvantaged in varicus public discussions. The---,e standards
are: (1) income, (2) ethnicity, (3) home environment- social class, (4) crisis,-and
(5) equity. They are correlated- standards, in- the sensethat a child identified
under one will generally also be' identified under others. But not all children,
nor all'relevant problems, will be included unless all the 'standards are applied.

However, not all children deviating from the norm with respect 'to such
standards will be defined as disadvantaged. Only some will. What kind or 1-
degree of deviation from the norm according to these standards will qualify a
childas disadvantaged? Generally, it seems that the degree of deviation will be
desined serious if it is seen as jeopardizing certain "public purposes" with
regard to the upbringing of the children. A person takes an interest in every
aspects:1f the well-being of his own child, but there are only a selected number:-
of issues that will bring bout a concern for the upbringing of the generality of .. 27



children in one's society. Th public purposes reflect these issues. They are to
some extent issues of the prese and future well-being of the society, and they
are to some extent issues of compassion extended to children as well as to
others in the society. Historically, public intervention in child care and up-.
bringing seems to have origiziated in these public purkoses and, at root, the
notion, of. "disadvantage" appears to arise from them. They are:

1. Isee to it that a child learns and develops.in such a way that he can take
up some reasonable vocational or economic place in society.up

2. To provide for "political socialization" in_ the early years: to assure that
normative standards of.American life, patriotism, and a conception of self
as related to society, are instilled in the child as he grows-up.

3: To regulate the labor market by (a) -restricting the use of children as laborers
and (b).providing supervision for-the child to release the parents for employ:-
ment.

4.. To provide help for the child in certain kinds of crisis situationson a corn
- paSsionate basis_or on the basis of calCulating ultimate benefit to society, or

both. -

-

The disadvantaged child is, in general, that child for whom the expression.
of these public purposes is inadequatefor whom there does not seem to be a -

clear_path to some economic place in society, who grows up feeling excluded .

rather than included in American society, or who is at risk because of a variety
of family. crises, handicaps, or health factors..

The valUe of a conception of public purposes seems to lie in the understand-
ing- it offers that public intervention on behalf of children has been, and prob-,
.ably is-still, guided by certain constant and definable Totives. If one examines
the histOry of public programs for children, one sees these motives in existence
from the colonial period forward. As American society has changed over the
years the pressures of factors like industrialization, immigration, and urban-
ization have put strains upon traditional roles and institutions. Older arrange-
ments for the care and upbringing of children have felt 'these strains. addi-
tion, social institutions having implications for the upbringing of children have
changedpatternsof housing and community life, the amounts and kinds of
adult employment available, the role of women in the labor market. When
such changes.have brought some children in jeopardya-jeopardy defined as a
shortcoming in the expression- of the public purposes for themsuch children
have been, regarded as a -Object for public concern. .

It'seems usefullo -imagine a system of implicit "contracts" governing the
divisions of labor among _those who take care of children. There is such a --
contract between the middle class family and the public schools today. The
family will teach the child English. It will-give. the child training ,in manners

28 and mores; it willlgive the child an expected amount and diversity of intelle-c-
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'tual experience:s; it will have schooling inmind and it will be coikerned in
diverse ways to make his expected entrance into school successful. SChools -

depend upon some degree of such family activity. There is another such con-
tract between the middle class family and thepediatrician, by whicha coopera-
tive pattern of activity concerned with the child's health is.-established. An

borated-system-of-suchZ!contracts'_'__exists in_ our_society,_ providing . for the _ _
eSchariftg of child care and upbringing among family,. schools, and various pro-
fessionals and providing, further, for social patterns of suppOrt stemming from
private charities and the several levels of government. At the heart of this sys-

t tem of contracts the family: Institutions deafing with the "normal" or "aver-
age" child are keyed to expected "normal" or "average" family performance.
Usually, although ,not atways, the child ,who is seen as -disadvantaged is- that
child for whOm the family cannot-or does not provide a "normal" .or "average"
amount of care and upbringing. As might be expected in any system governed
by contracts, however, this kind of problem is. open to some dispute. It _is at
times argumentatively assigned as the family's weakness, as a matter of
weakness in the child, or as a matter of weakness in the social institutions that
surround the, chil&and the family.

.
It seemed worthwhile during the course of the study 'to try to examine the

historical expression of the public purposes governing childhood, as manifested
in changes in the various social contracts governing the upbringing of children
in American history. There has been a histoiical rise in governmental involve-
mernt in the care and 'upbringing of children, and a brief glance at history
suggests. the kinds of circumstances_that has brought abotit that rise:.

1. Preparation of children to assume adult economic roles. There has been a
shift from, family and private responsibility for such preparation to public
auspices and, since 1850, there has been a steady trend toward more pub-
licly sponsored schooling for more children. .

The trend toward schooling has been supported by public beliefs that the
public s600Is would: (a) adjust the child to the work roles of an industrial
'society; .(b)-clear the streets of unemployed youth; and (c) by teaching skills,
make all children economically productilie.

Recent debate has focused on the exterq of the vocational function of the
schools, and the extent of responsibility to be assigned to schools if they do
have, thfs function. Do schools now represent a fully rational investment in -

vocational develo- pment of individuals or economic clevelopmerit of the
society? Will increased investments in the schodls increase their utility in

. these regards? Can the federal government, through schools and the princi-
ple of f'equalitY, of educational opportunity," insure equal opportunity -for
all citizens to participate in all economic roles?

2. Assimilation of children into.a.socially cohesive nation. With the coming of
public schooling, there Has been a. persistent belief in the use of the schools
to 'Americanize" children1 29)
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Arguments for this function have been historic-ally prominent whenever
large waves of immigrants have come into American society, particularly
when their foreignness . or ignorance of American traditions have been

-perceived as socially disruptive.. Since the 1960s, when the first vigorous
attempts were made to include Blacks, Indians,-and Spanish-speakeis in the

-vision of-a-unified -American-culture;-there-has been- debate- about the
tion of the schools in assimilating these groups.

The assimilative function of public schools is real and rational: Public
funds are reasonably used to,recreate and strengthen an American social
cohesion. Current events demonstrate the problems of maintaining unity in
.nonhomogeneous societies. Schools are one instrument ofa more complex
assimilatiVe solution in the future, either the traditional "melting pot" solu-

. tion or that more complex solution envisioned in the notion of a "pluralistic"
society.

3 Partial regulation of the laboi- market. One reason for the rise of public
schooling has undoubtedly been the increasing social need' for a. more
educated labor force; but there have been other factors connected with the
labor.market as well. Historically, the rise of the schools has been tied to con-
cern for the restriction of the use of children in labor. When children moved
into the public schools en masse this corrected conditions. of abuse: in labor
that had been a matter of social concern for some decades preceding. Their
move into. the schools may also have reflected a marked lessening of the need
for ,children in -the labor market. One can ask whether the trend in this cen-
tury for more and more children fo seek more and more school reflects simply
the pull of the schools or, as much, the push of a shrinking supply of jobs.

Of some importance, also,, has been the utility of the schools in freeing
the parents for labor by pioviding some amount of day. care. Public policy
regarding children has recently been influenced by demands for extensions.
ofpUblicly supported day care. Since 1967, attempts have been made under
WIN child care and state and local day care services to-encourage mothers
of families on AFDC to get jobs.,There is less consensus on the government's
role in supporting day care for other income groups

.

4. Public care for children at risk. "At risk" categories of children have alWays
been subjects -of social concern and responsibilp. Many kinds of children at
risk have tieen treated by public action for centuries: the physically handi-
capped; the diseased; the emotionally disturbed; the mentally retarded;
orpharis;- chilcireriarf disabled or absent 'parents; the negleCted or abused.

Historical trends in care for children at risk have lead to: (a) extensions
of services to:more-children; (b) enlargements of the proportion of children
defined as "at risk"; (c) increases in differentiated categorical services; (d) a.
progressive transfer from -private and then. to state and federal
responsibility; and (e) the relatively more rapid development of these trends

30 in urban than in rural areas. ..
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AGED" CHILD

buring 'the 1960s there began a new forward movement in programs for chil-
dren and in public concern for children. It seems fair to say that for many
people, this seemed like a new impetus not connected with a past and a history.
In fact there was much in, the movement that seemed directly related to the
issues of the 1900s, the period that had,produced the first White,,House Confer -
ence on Children and Youth and had led to the creation of the Children's
Bureau; ancrthe issues of the 1930s, the time when,Social Security and AFDC'
had come into being. What was most prominent in public discussions and

'-. what seemed new was the issue of the Blacks and the Poor, fora time treated as .

virtually synonymous with one another. What also seemed newand, in a
sense, was newwas the heavy use-of scientific data of childhood in justifying
prograins of action for. Black -Poor atildrerk. ClOsely related to the seeming
promise of such data-waS6also the move, for the first time, toormally 'provide
for the collection of Thata -about e children in the new progfams created -at

.that time to allow or official evaluations of program effectiveness.
As is usually the case for political programs, the ,initiatives towards pro-

grams for children rested on compromises among several Conceptions about
the central issues to be addressed. These several conceptionsare" found blended
in the thrusts of the programs. For example, some of the following tissues are
addressed by recent activities on behalf of children:

1. The issue of community action. and .community control. Some have seen
children's programs as part of a complex Of activities designed to bring alSout
political and institutional pkaticipation on-the part of- the poor.. They have
felt that. a central goal for s ch prograins is to bring about some degree of
power on the part of the poor to force institution-al responsiveness. Thus,
Head' Start was originally designated as a Community Action Program and
some originally argued. that a prime purpose of the prograin was to draw
parents into community action. Follow Through and 'the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act programs have placed emphasis on parent advi-
sory groups-and parent participatiOn. The recent report of the Joint Com-
mission. on the.Mental Health Of Children recommended a nationwide system
of Advocacy for children, a theme picked :.up by the recent White House
Conference on Children, and ernbodied in the recent fundings of demonstra-
tion Advocacy and 4 Cs projects.

2. The issue of service coordination and comprehensiveness. Some have-seen
the newer programs as extensions of the,services offered under the .aegis of
the. series.. of older programs for children. They have been concerned to'.

address a contemporary problemin the administration of services-under. the
_

Older. programs, their redundancy and discoordination of services and tie
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difficulty in achieving comprehensive services for children. Thus, Title IV B
of the- 1967 Social Security Amendments provided for support of compte7,
hensive services on behalf of children. Head Start and FolloW Through were
mandated as comprehensive service programs. The goal of the Parent-Child

--__Centers_has.been_to _achieve_ cornprehensiveness of service..__ _

3. The issue of family support. Some-he seen the contemporary family actin
distress becauge_cifa-complex of contemporary social forces. The early wave
of programs of disadvantaged children was concerned to bring children-
intellectual, social,fand.emotional stimulation that might not be available

o under difficult fa 'ay circumstances. The issue of early education and early
stimulatio ugh- resources outside the family has been the most corn-
monly eunderstood central issue of the Head Start Program. More recently,
emphasis has 4hifted towards the use of programmatic Pe/Sources for relief
of the family in the several recent initiatives towards the provision of a

'N.national day care system.
4. The issue of child development: The central issue in all programs for children

is, in a general sense,gthe betterment of children's welfare and the fostering
of child development.-The recent. programs have emphasized some rather
specific assurriptions about children's development, and have been concerned
to make a direct effort to intervene in their development. It'has been argued
that poor children or, more generally, all children living under conditions of

- disadvantage, may suffer serious environmental deprivations or deficits in
their early years. These early circumstances may be critical for the child'i
development because it may be difficult or impossible 'to correct for them in

:later life. And these early circumstances may be critical in determining sub-
.,sequent serious trouble for the individual and for society when the child
reaches adulthood: Viewing theyroblems of disadvantaged children in this
Way, it becomes quite important to try to provide for proper early environ-
men. t of the child.

Various kinds of scientifizdata have been invoked to support these,argu-
ments for special importance of early intervention. Of particular signifi-

. cance has been a special, restricted version of this 'argument. There is a-
anotion that human IQ is plastic in the early years, modifiable by stiinulat-

ing enirironment, and this notion has led some to envision the purpose's of
early childhood programs-largely as directed at IQ modification. This has
giVen rise, in turn, to a counter argument holding that the IQ is largely deter-
mined by heredity and, therefore, there is not much hope for early, inter-

.
vention programs.

The fo. ur kinds of issues just discussed have determined much of the design
and discUssion about recent government programs on behalf of disadvantaged
children. Our concern, in this, analysis, is largely directed toward the last-

32 named issue, the issue of child development data that are now seen as defining
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critical deficits or deprivations of clisaaNitaged children. We are concerned
_ with. our present ability to determine program effectiveness through such
determinations.

--Critical -Periods-and-Early -Experienc'e---
Many of the educational intervention piogims currently' being implemented
for children under_six years of ageire based on beliefs about the criticalness of
human early experieve for fux-ther development and later fuzictiolpg. How
well -founded are these beliefs?

The-concept Of critical period; in general, refers to a time span during which
specific experiences can irreversibly alter later functioning. As used in embry-
ology, the critical period refers to the time during which an insult mar-have an
irreversible effect on the later form and functioning of an organ or organ -sys-
terri. Clear evidence exists for critical periods in the embryological develop-
ment of both animals and humans. By analogytto the fields of ,embryology and
ethology, some psychologists have argued thaelhere may be periods in human
Postnatal development 'during which certain environmental stimuli exert their,
maximum effect on some physical orbehavioral charactersitics of the organism.

Present data concerning sensitive periods in behavior development come
froin a large body of early experience studies with animals and a limited body'
of evidence from humans.

Animal studies have explored the effects of (1) deprivation of normal envi-
ronmental 'experiences, (2) enrichment of the environment, and (3) stress. In
general, these studies support the notion of some form of sensitive period for
socioemotional and some forms of physiological development. For intellectual
development, the evidence is less clear. Furthermore, the precise amount of
stimulation necessary to produce effects is not easily determined, and often
effects have been found only after animals have been placed in extreme, out-of-
the-ordinary, environments.

Most human studies have focused on the effects of deprivation, i.e., of
institutionalization and mother separation. It is clearly not possible to do direct
manipulation of early human experience, and such informatiOn a& we have
comes from infants in unusual circumstances. Little is known- with any cer-
tainty about the effects of enrichment and of early stress.

`Studies of maternal deprivation and separation typically report only short-
term effects, and it has been difficult to determine with accuracy such impor-
tant probably modifying variables_as the conditions surrounding the separation
and the quality of the_pre-separation_en_vironment. For the most part, the data

:__.areinconcliiiive except for rather extreme situations. Children institutionalized
frOin an early age= shoW retardaticin in _language, .mdtoris. and 'socicTrnotional
development: Where studied, few long -term effeCts have been fa less the
deprivation _itself has _occurred over a long-period of time. Studies' of mother
separation suggest that the immediate effects of -separation from the mother
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and mother figure are greatest between the ages of six months and three years.
This period is argued by some to be a sensitive period for,the formation of
hurrian attachments and later social development.

There had been. few-experimental attempts to enrich a child's environment
__outside of_institutions uritil-the-mcd-1913s. The -classic studies-of Skeels and his---

colleagues and B. White's recent infany research are frequently cited as evi-
dence of plasticitY*iii human development. BecauSe their subjects were different -

from the norm in many ways, however, the studies do not indicate the possible .

plasticity of the average .child within the range of average environments.
At the. pr sent lime, it is dear from the animal and human data, that both

extreme (e.g.; continued conditions of isolation,- deprivation, or enrichment)
and a few seemingly minor (e.g., 'stress immediately after birth) alternations
Can have immediate, if not long-term,develoPmental consequences. (1) Animal

1: research has indicated thaCiftlysiological changes In brain weight and chemistry
mayresult from special environments (at both early and later ages); (2) changes
in perceptual and Cognitive functioning occur as a result of changes in brain
physiologyz. (3) early experiences with other members of the species, peers and
parents, may affect later social and sexual development in humans and other
animals; (4) early perceptual experiences may be crucial_to the norrsial develop-
ment of sensory systems and may be 'dependent upon motor experiences for
inciut; (5) early stress seems to affect the development of stress systems.,
'(hormOnal and neurological); and,(6) the more severe in intensity and *length
the depri,yation, the more domains seem to be affected. -.

In summary, if we take the comparatively rich data from animals, it cambe
said that we know definitely that early experience can have significant deter-
minative effects on later development. However, we know this through extreme
studies. We do not know how well buffered the animals.' systems are against
more minor variations or, if they are not, how significant the effects of those,
variations mighrbe. We do hot have a systematic understanding of how early

"-experiences of animals act and interacid, Our data foil- humans are comparatively °

quite sparse. Although theorists like Freud have strongly argued for the critical
importance of early human development, Subsequent data have not elucidated
the- arguments to' the point where we can use them as bases for specified inter-
ventions.- Our data do not extablish the existence of human sensitive or critical
periods-in early lifenor Rio the data exclude their existence. The issues are not
settled. We cannot yet.project on a scientific basis critical events and circum-
stances that should be"the target of earil-y childhood intervention.
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Modifiability of IQ. The standing aliernatie to the sensitive period argument
for intervention is a hereditarian'argument against intervention. Recent Rublic
debate has focused' on the possible modification' of IQ through early c'hilOsod
programs,- especially.programslor Black children, and has revived the argu-
Ment that lower IQ_ 'Scores may be urtmodifiable. This debate radically over-
simplifies the issues for child development programs, and finds unwarranted
conclusiveness in the research literature on the subject. -



Although it is likely that the heredity versus environment argument will
continue .to-be debated with regard to IQ,- the data do not support extreme
positions. What we know is that (1)r the IQ among individualS of differing
socioeconomic status is likely to reflect, in part, hereditary factors; (2) racial
differences in IQ could conceivably reflect genetic factors, but one cannot
-justifiably use- indices -of heritability-based -on -white data to- make -judgments
about members of a group who through social discrimination are crowded
towards lowe'r socioeconomic status; and (3) no scientific data preclude the
possibility of a permanent elevation of IQ through environmental manipula-
tionnor do any scientific data conclusively prove that it can be done.

It might be added that the heated debates about the inherit&nce of IQ reflect
some large and unwarranted assumptions about the meaningfulness of this
index number. Over this 'century, IQ testing has become popular in American
education because, for better or worse, such testing has allowed us to system-
"atize and 'Objectify some difficult human and social decisions. But it is not dear
that the IQ test is a definitive measure of human intelligence or capacity or
ability in .the sense or .senses in which they are commonly understood. In _a.
rather famous scientific definition, the IQ test restricts itself to determining
the Intelligence that the intelligence test tests." Nor is it char that intelligence

as estimated in any way should be regarded as the.complete basis of human.
merit. There have been discussions recently in which questions about the
heritability of IQ have been linked with the issue of whether American society
is or is becoming a meritocracy. It would be nice to settle once and for all the
question of whether human destiny is decided by fate or circumstance_ How-
ever, the apportionment of hereditary versus environmental variance in IQ
tests will not settle this question. IQ testing has some demonstrated utility in a
statistical predictive sense_ But it would be unfair and unreasonable to project
serious social decisions for or against intervention on the basis of the presently
known properties of the IQ index.

Prediction from Childhood
to Adult Characteristics
In order to intervene successfully in childhood tEi enhance adult functioning, it
would be useful to know the relationships between childhood circumstances
and adult status. Life history studies have provided some information on the
relation between events and circumstances in chAdhood and those in later-life-
The life 'history studies reviewed were: (1) studies assessing the stability of

:human characteristics over time, (2). follow:uril-studies of variables in child-.
:hood. thought to significantly influence adult life;:and (3Tastiaies whicll -start
With Various*adult characteristics and "follow back" to childhood to attempt
deter-Mine their antecedents.



Stability of Chara gristics ici!ver Time. Some efforts have been made to test chil-
dren repeatedly o the sama.characteristic as they grciw up, in order to try to
estimate the stalyflity or instability of the charaCteristic during human develop-
ment. Unfortunately, such studies are extremely time-consuming and extrerneN
rare: The few studies we have suggested are the following: -

Excluding obVious' conditions of retardation, sc
during the first year of life bear little predictiv-:
'ever, the correlation with IQ at age 16 is ariciun
human IQ stabiliies at around adolescene,
features of present-day IQ tests that tend to fo
;stabilization. Those technical- features' were= built in zw- hen. kirrie- data -con-

early testmakers that there is an asymptote .Of 'fittnian mental
dolescence. It is not certain-,that that aistfmptiori would tie- iecon-.

0 ,

.

t.of child .developmeril
2 cf,later.IQ.

ta .gu4est that
re are technical

a earance ot-su-ch'-

vinced th
ability of
firmed t day.
School achievement also is somewhat stable over age. The direction of con-.
sistent changes in achievement appear to be related-to the environment of the

-t child_

Very little is wn about the stability of huinan personality characteristics
through develo ment. It is difficult to be certain that the same- human trait is,.: . .being assessed"at different ages. Currently, two characteristics have shoWed

4some correlation from the preschool years to maturityaggressiveness in
males and dependence/passivity'in females_

Predictive Factors. Literature concerning several commonly studied predictors
was reveiwedbirth difficulties, single parent families, child abulrand neglect;
and mental retardation.

There is a relationship between premature birth and later lower IQ scores,
lower school achievement, deviant behavior, and physical defects. Poorer

. children are more likely to show the constellation of deficits than their peers,
and there is an argument that favorable family circumstances may act to .

moderate or counteract e developmental riskS coming from prematurity.
Sirnilar effects of oxia or perinatal. stress on later IQ, personality, and

`aachievement are s
....

,
ribut

the findings here are less consistent. The rela-
tiOnship seems to depend a great deal on the severity of stress and the time.
of measurement of detrirnental consequences. Soirte evidence indicates that-

,
both the incidence of birth difficulty and kits tendency to bring, about. lajer
negative effects are associated with family characteristics re a d to low,
socioeconomic status. ' - . t/

thirteatn
.

,-It rbeen argued that a-father's absence from a hOine beats a.causal relation-
ship'. ale children's delinquenCy, low intellectual -ability and achievement, -

_

supporting-and-Poor. PkirehologiCal-and'ib-Cial.adjustrnent :The-evidence this' -.
... .



argument is weak. At this time one can conclude only that the impact of
father absence seems,to depend as much on the family conditionsibefore and
after separation as on the physical presence or absence of the fatherlIt may be
that here, as in the case of prematurity, other favorable family circumstances
may moderate or. counteract the possible negative effects of father absence._....--

Longitudinal research on abuse, neglect, and undernourshmei as a result of
maternal deprivation is quite limited. The xisting research.stgges. ts a rela-
tively high proportion of serious negative effects of continual buse, such as
brain injury, mental. retardation, permanent physical injury aild emotional

. problems. r
..,'.

41=.: Studies conducted during the early years of this century indicate that famil-
:;.rial mental retardateS- often adjusted well in the community, fo d unskilled'
. though marginal employment, and in general had fairly positiv ife chances.

Recent studies have shown the mildly retarded to have becomedistinetly more

low IQ in rvidual, then and now, de ends on a number of social and per-
dymarginal in rrns of adult income and social class. The social adjustment of a

sonal qualities. IQ alone is not determinative. In general, however, it appea
that as American social frame has ettanged, as there has come to be less plat
for unskilled labor, the predictive consequence of early familial retardation

. have become more predictable and more negative..

Adolescent or Adult Variables. Four outcome statuses were considered: juvenile
delinquency, school failure, income, and occupational success.

Almost, all known or imaginable adversity and stress factors of early child-
hood have been proposed as direct sources of delinquency. Repeated attempts
to pin: down a single controlling variableIQ, SES, cultural difference,
family patternhave not been persuasive thus far. One problem may be that
the incidence and distribution of delinquency is distorted in. arrest-recd
data. Another may be that, delinquency is so heterogeneous an outcome
status that it is unreasonable to trace that siatirs back to anything but gross,
probabilistic, interacting sources.
Although the=dropout; rate in schools is declining, a significant number of
students continue to leave school before high school graduation_ Efforts to
predict dropouts have concentrated on early school difficulties, personality
characteristics, and environmental factors_ This line of studies cannot yet in-
dicate which of a large number of potential dropouts will actually. leave
school, nor have effective preventive projects been developed.
Income and occupational success have .6eeilera1.ed to region of birth, race,
family size and stability, and parent education and inCome, but the complex-
ities of the interactions make it virtually impossible to ideniify, except at the
-extremes, determinarits of variations in adult income or educitional aChieve-
ment.
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Summary. The literature reviewed does not point to powerful single variables
in early childhood that can be manipulated to positively affect large segments
of the population of children. We do not know enough about human develop-
ment to identify precisely the develdpmental-antecedents of particular adult
characteristics arid, in fact, the whole notion of identifying simple or specific
factors in early childhood may be deeply misleading. The one generalization
emerging again- and again is that a number of factors and their interactions
must be considered .simultaneously.

For example, two of the potentially negative factors in childhood, pre-
maturity and single parent family, are said to interact with SES. Low SES can
be conceived of as a generic term which refers to a variety of potentially nega-
tive influences on development, encompassing within its scope low income,
poorliving conslitionfidelinquent peer groups, family stress, health risks, low
expectations, etc. We-ao not know what to mak ?f an observed influence of
"SES." The multiplicity of the potentially negative influences would not only
render one variable prediction virtually impossible, but also lead us to expect
that the success of an interjectbd one-variable "positive influence" would be
minimal.

Arguments have been made for decades that social phenomenae.g., the
socialization of the childmust be studied as resultants of fields of dynamically
interacting factors. Unfortunately we do not as yet know how to model net-
work causati n in any rigorous way.

In the case mental retardation, and also irithe other cases; it is clear that
many problems 'Of children must be viewed fro-in pe-rspectives beyond child
developrent: It'ii*Yrpt axiomatic that one helps the child retardate by services
directed fat hirri'or his. family. Instead, this problem- and others should be
attacked throumtempts to change the.social_game, or the interface between
the social frame "Arid the individual, as well as through attempts to "fix" the
individual.

GOALS AND STANDARDS
OF PROGRAMS
Education and Child Development Programs
The Shortcom* ings discussed in*the sedibn just pre g qualify our ability to
-set forth positive goals and evaluative standaids fo .rograms for children. If
we knew the critical factors in early development, an if we knew the connec-
tions between early childhood experiences and adult outcomes, we could use
that knowledge to specify specific targets of intervention and specific criteria
by which intervention might be judged: Our formal, codified knowledge is not

38 adequate for these tasks. We mount our programs on behalf of children using
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ordinary human judgment and intuition. We take guidance from data when
there is such guidance. We get along without formal data-for that large number
of questions for which formal data do not provide answers.

__Although it has not. been well recognized, a state of affairs very much akin'
must hold in the evaluation of programs. Over the past decade, there has been
a strong trend towards project and program evaluation using objective scien-
tific techniques. However, no evaluation study can have a credibility that
exceeds the credibility of the indices and measurements available for it. When--
we evaluate, we must inevitably make some scientific judgment of the status of
a child, his family, or his circumstances. There is a "state of the art: in psyCho-
logical and sociological assessment. No evaluation can exceed in validity or
credibility that offered by this "state of the art."

Over the last decade or so, the time over which numbers of formal evalua-
tion studies have been mounted; evaluation studies have used existing testing
or observational techniqUes or relatively straightforward elaborations of them.
Serious problems exist in providing measurements and indices to gauge the
extent to which programs are accomplishing' their generally, understood pur-
_poses_ The problems are these:

Generally, the available psychological tests seem most adequate and trust-
worthy when measuring the traditional cognitive issues of IQ and school
achievement. Tests to measure children's -motivation, attitude5; or person-
ality characteristics (usually called "noncognitive_measures" or "social and
affective measures ") are of uncertain validity. Furthermore, it is difficult to
interpret the meaning as well as the short- and long-term importance of
changes obtained on such indices.
There are4important limitations to even the most widely accepted of our
measuring instruments, the IQ and achievement-tests. They give little useful
detail about the programs measured by the tests. Different tests are only
grossly i rchangeable with one another. Selection of any garticular tests
involves the cceptance of often unknown biases favoring some kinds of
program acti leg over others. Generally speaking, existing tests favor pro-
grams that dir ly or indirectly teach fhe test.
Existing tests provide an estimate of individual -characteristics. If the issue
being addressed by a program is an individual or- psychological problem,
then testing might find pdsitive benefits- But underlying most public pro-
grams for children_are purposes that are partly psychological; partly sOcia-
logical . Testingto date is weak in establishing social -or-distributionaL effects.

a
Existing instruments are, relatively, most adequate for assessing effects on

children .of early school experiences; next most adequate- irr-assessingpreschool
effects; and lease well developed for the assessment of day ...,are--iffects in the
O - 3 age range.

_

la
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Although there is much interest in noncognitive measures, a 'review of a
large number of noncognitive measures shows all presently deficient on basic
issues of forming, reliability, and validity. This is of some importance because
rmany project directors of schools ancL preschools place their _faith and their
emphasis on goals that are noncognitive.

The most promising approaches to index development right now reflect (1)
an emphasis on process rather than prycluCte.g., the "cognitive style" tests;
(2) criterion-referenced rather than norm- referenced assessment; and (3) an
emphasis on observation rather than testing. With reference to the emphasis
on observation, one present scheme of schoOl classroom observationthe
Indicators of Quality instrumentlooks particularly interesting. It is built
around professional educators' judgments about what makes up a good class-
room environment. It is sensitive (as the achievement test often is not) to
factors that educators-believe influence school quality. However, its predictive
power for the child's later efficacy beyond the clasSroom has -not yet been
determined.

Many of the limitations of existing tests, particularly limitations on non-
cognitive testing, reflect limitations of basic theory and conception of the
underlying huriaan functions. It is unlikely that we will be able to arrive at
credible program indices of success simply by concentrating on test or index
development.

Our current ability to assess the effectiveness of intervention for children's
education and development is; at best, limited and argumentative. -Program
studies can provide useful dataat times, highly significant dataif they are
carefully and prudently interpreted with an eye to the mearangfulness-,of. the
indices they employ. But their.utility is uneven. There has been an argument
that program management will be able to make go/no-go decisiorts through
scientific program. evaluations. It seems most likely that for some time to come
we will have to evaluate the programs as we now must Mount them. As men- .

tioned before, we will use much ordinary human judgment, and intuition; we
will take guidance from data when the is such guidarke; and we will get
along without formal data for that large number of questions for which formal
data do not provide an answer.

.--Family. Intervention Programs-
_

Our ability to measure the effects of family intervention programs is even
more limited than our ability to create direct .indices of child development.
Prograin goals in _family intervention involve. either broad atternpis.to rediace

-rfarrilly stress through family therapy or social referral, or attempts to educate
- And train parents in specific areas of child developritentfor example; with

respect to the nutritional needs of their children or ihe,-danger of plumbism.
Four types of evaluation have been used generally to assess the...effect of family

-



intervention programs: demographic measures, direct observations, rating
schedules, and parent attitude questio.Rnair6.

Demographic measures are used to gauge changes in emplc&ment, indebt-
edness, health status, of use of community resources :like family planning

easy to gather from census-arid -labor- -statistics;- -they are
often unreliable. Direct observations of behavioral changes, in children or
parents are common in evaluating behavior MoVication intervention. Their
weaknesses are that the change in.behavibr may triPe superficial or not general-
izable tb other situations and they are expensive to 'construct and implement.
Rating schedules combine demographic data and interviews with family, mem-
bers;. their function is primarily to diagnose the difficulties the family is having.
Parent attitude questionnaires are of dubious validity, in large part because the
reported change in-attitude is not necessarily reflected as a change in behavior.
More adequate evaluation of family intervention programs will depend in part
on better theories of family functioning,an.d:partly on a closer- match between
program goals and the type of evaluation used.

Health
There is clear evidence that significant health risks to children and particularly
to poor children persist despite the general improvements hi. American health
over the last century. Some of these risks clearly satisfy the criterion of a
"critical period"- for intervention in early childhood. That is, the problems can
only be solved by intervention during pregnancy or early in child.hVo. d. The
problems, if not corrected, lead-to significantly reduced life chances for the
child; even available, compensatory "cures" are not as effective as prevention.
of these conditions..

Detailed differences in incidence of such health prbblems among the pobr
and non-pobr are not known. However, certain 'known 'health differences
stand as indices for the constellation of,health problems, and for the. adequacy
of the deliveryjof health services to the child!: These indiCes-demonstrate the -
higher health risks to the poor child in the following- ways:

Infant mortality rates differ according to ethnicity, -socioeconomic status,
...

. and parents' education_ , - -c . ..

. Poor nNaterrral factors, associated with poverty, are.knOwn to, be associated
with risks to the child. These include the mother's .age, thepacirig. of her

.

children, her overall health (presentand pasr), and her proneness to prenatal
complications .(prematurity, toxemia, etc.). -

Poverty -is 'associated with reproductive cornpricatiOns resulting -from- the
above or from other factor's. Some of the effeCts appear to be intergenera- r
tional in nature. There is a white/non-white differential which is not. entirely- 'accounted for by present socioeconomic differe . 41
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Poverty is associated with significant greater health problems during-the
early years: infectious diseases, malnutz4on, .and by-products- of living
conditions such as lead poisoning:-

7 A discussion of the impact o_ f present health systems on these problems
reaches a fourfold conclusiOri. .

First, the federal government does not invest in children in proportion to
-their numbers. The basic reason for this difference is that national policy has
-accepted-provision .of`a minimum. leirel of health services as a right for the
aged_ Such a right doesnot exist for children.

Second, the free enterprise, private market nature of much, of the health
care delivery system is leading to specialized rps of physicians (at the expense
of primary-care physicians) arrd an emphasipWacute inpatient care in a frag-
menfed *manner: These trends particularly7/Wct children (especially those
whbse families. are too poor to buy protection or coordination); who need.
primary, preventive, ambulatory care. .

Third,. some of the special health needs of childrenearly diagnosis and:
treatment of _chronic disease, congenital problems and handicaps,environ-
mental dangei;s (accidents, lead paint poisoning), and malnutrition or hunger:
have not beenpriorities in medical research and delivery.

Fourth,T- the potential impacf of appropriate comprehensive health care of
high quality on the Child'-s later health' status and utilization behavior has not
been fully projected_

The quality' of program analyses is greatly influenced by the quality of the
underlying evaluative studies_ Given the state of the art of health care evalua-
tion, it is not possible to give a prescriptive list of goalsnandstandards for chil-
dren's health programs. It seems reasonably clear that all evaluations of chil-
dren's health programs undertaken to date have been tentative, exploratory,
and inconclusive. -

However, the recent-literature-has been projecting models. of evaluation
which seem more adequate -than previous models. It seems reasonable that
much better evaluations-could be done; at least in the area of child health pro-
grams, using. only -existing data techniques and methodological.- resources,
combined with a more comprehensive approach to evaluation.

EVALUATIONS OF. EARLY CHILDHOOD.
LNTERVENTION PROGRAMS
Reviews were undertaken of the program and project evaluation literatures for
the five.,major kinds of intervention activities on behalf of disadvantaged chil-

. dren,- activitiesin: (1) early education, grades K-3; (2) preschool; (3) early :day
care; (4) family intervention; and (5) health care. The studies were reviewed in42 an attempt to determine the effectiveness of such hatervention activities for,..,
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promoting the -development of disadvantaged children. Repeated,. considera-
tion was given to the possibility,of Fur ther reviews to determine the compara-
tive efficacy of housing and income programs for their benefit to child develop-
rrient. In the case of housing, reasonable compilation, of literature.connecting
-housing factors with child development was obtained. But the literature seemed
-too Sparse and inconclusive for reasonable analysis.-No literature permitting a
reasonable consideration of the influence of income programs Was obtained.
Consequently, the analYsis followed here omits consideration of the indirect
influences of hoUSing and income programs for the benefit of disadvantaged
Children,. although many now argue that these kinds of programs may be of
great pOteritialsignifiCance.

Early Elementary Education Project
The primary aim of compensatory education- projects has been ,tcr raise the

-.academic achievement of elementary school children; with the -ultimate.aini
facilitating equal ropportiffity.ior all social classes and ethnic group' s.

Reports of individual:educational projects and major surveys Of the effects
of compensatory 6A:1-cation were reviewed to evaluate the. effectiveness of
comRensatory projeas, in early elementary school (Grades 1 - 3). There are
several qualificatioiis-toncerning the conclusions reached which are associated
with our reliance on pUblished information. and with the limitations of the
existing data. (1) Project descriptions, fundamental to our project categorize -.
tions and to our ability to related project characteristiCS to outcomes; were .

Often vague and general. (2) Evaluation measures were primarily limited- to the
cognitive realm, to IQ and achievement tests. (3) Statistically significant gains
observed were not always of , certain educational significance. (4) Most
evaluations have measured the effects, of 'projects over one year only. At times
this haS led to judging projects as sUctessful.when,* over the course of. several
years, they would not be so judged. Or it may not accurately indicate the poste
sibility of projects that involve major organizational changes (which might .

depress achievement initially). (5) .Very few.projects have followed children for
. -. longer than one Year or beyond,the third grade.

wasA taxonomy of three dimensions was developed to enable an orderly con-
-

erasion of the approaches to and effects of compensatory education. The-
three dimensions and subcategories. are: -IClassroom process (amplifica-
tiv of traditional classroom services, reorganization of classroom process);
II l orientation (acadercpc achieVernent, cognitive .enrichment, adjust-
merit); IIIQrganiZational change (parent mediation, performance contract- a
ing, busing, -and .voiichers).

Classroom Process. Few projects are successful whichrnerely.:amplify existing-
or traditional services. Since; most Title I projects fall' into this category, the'
small number of successes relative to the large humber of projects is disheaz-t- 43
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ening. Those projects which: attempt to reorganize clasroom process show
.greater success.. Specifically; children- participating in projects employing new

instructional strategies -.in academic (i.e., reading,. arithmetic)- areas- generally
shOwed educationally significant gains;. those which aimed at -cognitive enrich--
meet rather thari academic goals had mixed resialts.'Cornputer-assisted instrt.
tiori data at the elementary level are limited,' but two projectS (one in reading,
one in math), show promising results. Ihstiuctional television. as it has been
used so far seems to be as effective as traditional instruction; but. r,to, more--
effective.' "The Electric Company"- evaluations are still periding.

Urientatiorr, Except for projects With academic goal orientation, there are
few. data. Academically oriented projects, usually accompanied by some re-7
organization of classroom process, seem -to be effectiye in increasing perform-
ance on Standardized achievemerA tests.

Organizational Change. Busing studies have been poorly conducted .to date.
' OVerall they show no consistent effects on the achievement Measures of the -'

',Used children-. However,- biasing to achieve desegregation is motivated by
complex rationales beyond improved achievement. Busing for the purposes of
political socialization, assimilation, and equity 3cannot be illuminated by the
results of IQ or achievement tests.

Educational performance contracts have not yet been fully evaluated.. Two
major studies:(by Rand and Battelle) have reported no overall increase in the
academic performance of students even-though the prOjeCtS reorganized class -

s--room process and.-were academically oriented. The dta, however, cover
one year of operation and:may not provide an accurate assessment of are pos-,
sible effettS. of performance *COntracting,

In-parent-inediated projects, the .effects of parent involvement 'are difficult
tcr-sepax'ate from the effects of other aspects ofthe projects. In general, success-
ful projects tend to'be projects with parental' involvement: Parent training
projects, in which-parents are taught specific skills for teachinetheir own chil-
dren,: appear to be more consistently related to changing parental attitudes

-:thark_projects where parents are simply involved in school activities___

Title I and. Follcru3.' Through. Finding's from I 'irgersc.a16 eyaluatiOns.of .Title -.I
offer little.evidence ofa_positiVe overall impact_ on. eligible and particiPating,

tichildre_. However, -atthe state_ and local- level. a...small .proPOrtion of 'projects
has yielded, positive benefits:- At leaSt Part: of the uncertain-results of Title '1- :

-Could perhaps: be attributed to adequate implementation and
enforcement of ;guidelines. ' .

-

--Only the first evaluation of the effects of Follow Through models has been
- released:. Because differenCes between experiMental 'and control groups are

small and beCause of problems in theanalyses; conCluSions regarding-the effec-
tiveneSs of Follow Through 91ust await future evaluations. - -

'44 Recent suggestions to focus-On compensatory sunimer iftwjects have been
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based on findings of higher, gains on achievement tests for high SES childien
than for IOT:v income children during the summer months. While summer pro-
jects are a possible compensatory strategy, they are likely .to be no more suc-*
cessful than regular school-year compensatory instruction unless they use
different techniques or curricula_
Components of SucceSsful Projects., Simply providing extra resources seems to
have had no positive effect on: student achieveinent; the important factor seems
to be the manner in which the resources are used. The.charaeteristics of corn-
pensatory-education projects in the early.primary grades which are common to .

those projects which produce, Significant achievement gains are: (1) dearly
stated academic objectives; (2) small group or indiVidualiied instruction; -(3)it
parent involvement; (4) teacher training in the methods of the project, together
with careful planning; (5) directly-relevant and intensive instruction; and pos-
sibly (6) high expectationsancil a positive atmosphere. Although a certain level
of resources is required to maintain educational projects with these character-

.
istics, that level of resources 4-lone does not guarantee success:

Preschool Projects
Discussions of federally supported projects for preschool -aged children have .
focused primarily on whether preschool projects (mainly center-based pre-
school projects and especially Head Start) produce significant and laSting gains -

on IQ and schOof achievement tests. Evaluator's have been, forced to r e l y on'
these Cognitive_ measures because .they are the most valid and reliable tests
available. Nevertheless, it must be remembered that such limited assessment of -

effects does injustice to the comprehensive and multifocused aims originally
delineated for Head Start. .

In this review preschool projects were categorized on .two dimensions: goal
orientaticin.and degree of structure. Thiee different goal orientationspre-
academic,, cognitive -enrichment, -and SocioemtitionalWere considered.
"Degree of structure" refers to thCamotmt of external sequeneing and organi-
zationof the children's activities and fo the predictability, "prep using or pre-
scleduling.of. either the child's behavior, the teacher's behavior,- or bott.

PresChOol projects were selected for review lasing several criteria, with the
first being the Most important: (1) -shOrt- and! or. long-term statistically signifi-

.-,cant effects on commonly:used _measures. of_outcome, (2) replication, (3) being
exemplary of a unique approach, or.(4) comprehensAreitess in age range ofchit -..
-dren or services. Individual project reports and other major surveys of the
effects of preschool prOjects were used The focus of ourTevahlation is on the
ef*ts of the preschool experience on the child_ Few otter data exist, e.g., data
hang to do with effects_ on family or community.
Effect of Preschool. Piiojec-ts. There is an immediate increase in IQ scores for
children in mot preschool This increase may reflect genuine intellec- 45
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. tudl progress, or it may reflect increased_ familiarity with the situation, greater.
"self-confidence, or an increased 'motivation to attempt to problem-solve in a
test-takiitg context. IQ gains vary widely, with some projects showing much
larger gains than others. The effects of most preschool projects on IQ scores do
not persist beyond the second or third grade.

Children in preschools which focus on specific academic skills show. .an
immediafeimprovernent in performance on achievement tests. rn some cases
the achievement gains persi§t longer than the_IQ increases, but typically they
decline in a manner.parallel to that of IQ scores. The pattern of improvement
in specific content areas generally reflects- the_pattern of concentration within
the pi-oject. The amount blimproement varies with the explicitness of objec-
tives, the soundness ofeinstructional methods, the time invested in attaining the
.objectives, and 'the similarity between the instruction and the. "performance.
required by the tests. SCattered resultS have suggested the possibility of long-
term benefits of preschools, including more regular subsequent elementary'
school attendance and a higher subsequent likelihood of being placed in regular
rather than "special education"- and low-ability tracks.

Data on noncognitive effects of preschools are extremely limited and are
typically based on, instruments of unassessed reliability and validity. Some
data do suggest an increase in desirable social behaviors.

Characteristics ofSucce. ssful P.reschool Projects..Smaller, well-designed experi- _

mental projects generally seem to produce larger gains than large-scale opera-
tions. The most effective project, (in terms of the measurable goals of preschools
on child perforniance) are the most structured. Includedn this meaning of st'ruc-
ture are operational statements of Objectives, consistent implementation of the
strategies most useful in attaining the objectives, and perhaps as well detailed
staff planning for daily operation, adequate supervision, and commitment.

Although there hgs been an argument that the success of preschool projects:
would be increased if the age of intervention were lowered;. there is curientl
little concrete support for this belief... . .

Some educators and researcheis argue that preschools can be expected to
pioduce lasting effects only if there is continuity of later educational program--
ming, i.e, if the educational intervention is continuous. Therefore support .

should be prbvided for the development of articulated programs for children
of all ages. However; the question is then raised; if preschool is not sufficient
without improved primary education, is it necessary with' improved primary

..fleducation? .

Day Care Projects
The literature on preschool intervention, reviewed just .16oVe, 'Provides our
only present basis-for,-an estimation of the 'effeaS of developmental day care

46. programs carried on away from the child's home for three to six year °las. OUr
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...review concerned with day -career se was limited to an examination of 'day
Care programs on the zeros to three-year-old population. 'We were concerned
with effects on child developirieriCIt is in the 0-3 age range that day care enters
into the possibility of new kinds- of-child- stimulation_ It is in -this age range
where public concern centers on the possibility of stimulating cognitive devel-
opment on the One hand, versus poSsible negative effects of infection and- _-

separation .from the mother on the other.
day programs for which there are evaluation data-were categorized by

intended outcome as custodial programs (those which seek only to maintain'.
_

the-well-being of the child); enrichment programs (those which add a second
goal, stimulation of socioemotional growth and . perhaps some exercises in
cognitive development and some 'Sokal services to the goal of the first cate-
gory); and programs .in day _care settings designed to maximize a particular
-aspect .of ,development (usually intensive cog+ve stimulation programs,
which 'might also include medical and social services). The .programs were
examined for effects on physical health, social and emotional. deirelopment,.

: and cognitive development. Data were.available primarily'for the last category..
The most reasonable conclusion about existing datafor early: day . care

-would seem' to be that the data are limited, preliminary, anafnconclusive. Al-
though there has been a. significant amount of day care in this country and in
other countries, the day care-has been largely enVisaged in terms of service to
the family and there appears to have been little consideration or analysis

pre
liminary.. No reports Of measurable harm were-fel-un- d and -only a few highly
effects on child deVelof,ment. Most of the data examined were-recent and

specialized -and costly models- were reported to have produced- measurable
benefits.

7.7

- It appears that day care programs implemented within the limits of the
federal and state regulations appear to be neutral in their effect on human
development insofar as their effects can be evaluated by .existing techniques:.

Family Intervention- Projects
Farnily intervention projects either supplement or replace child development
programs in day care, preschool, elemeptary school or heafth..Goals- include
enhancing the,physical. care; cognitive and social development, and emotional
sustenance of children_ _

Four kinds of famirk intervention were examined in order to assess their
known. benefits: parent education, parent training, 'family casework, and
parent' therapy. .

Parent education projects, focus on imparting knowledge (in order to irn-:
prove, the physical, social, and economic life of the family and hence the child),
most commonly via lectures, discussion groups, printed materials, and counsel-
ing in- 'schools, churches, hOspitalS. Parent trainirm projects focus on skill -.4



enchancement,-especially believed to lead to greater cognitive develop-
ment of infants and .young children_ Training can take place in the home only
or in the home and a center. usp;ify, in programs with a center component,
the child-also attends preschool. Family social casework as discussed here refers
only to the social service referral activities of caseworkers. Parent therapy is of
two distinct`' types. Family therapy stresses the socioemotional sustenance
function of parent; it.-has long been used by psyclhologists, social workers,
counselors, and school guidance perfonnel. Behavior modification therapy for
parents, a recent intervention techn que, stresses the behavior of the parent in
social training of children .

O
Effe. oncts of Family Interventi Prbjec s. In none of them categorieS are effect or
benefit measured without serious problems.1-16wever, more clea.rcut measures
of benefit appear to be found in parent training, family casework, and behavior
modification therapy projects_ We are also somewhat more certain of the
validity of the findings of these-intervention activities_

ParentLechication projects typically-producenO.useful evaluation clata..In the
exceptional case where useful data are provided,- changes in parent behaVior
with diiect implications-for improved child deVelopment are 'not Measured.
On the basis of an assessment of testimony we- find that parent education
might be successful fora very limited number of families who are considered
to be "disadvantaged" if the projects included day Care and baby-sitting and,
if they were more attuned' to the needs and learning styles of the particular
population of mothers and fathers served. But parent education probably
will never involve many fathers, and mothers who have serious survival _

problemS (income, housing,- safety) will not be responsive.

7a.

Parent training for cognitive stimulation does produce useful, but often
flawed, evaluation data. IQ or achievement score gains are usually .statisti-
cally significant and of moderate magnitude. These gains decline somewhat
with time but remain for at least a year or more_ Trained paraprofessionals

_.seem to be as effective as social workers or professional teachers in their
parent training role-. Variation in curriculum produces similar results. Impor-
tant side benefits include possible IQ-gains for younger siblings, less attenua-
lion of gains, and employment opportunities for low income parents when
paraprofessionals are used.-

* Family casework, used for social service referral, 'appears to work best when
supplemented by adequate income-support and by an adequate level of social
services in the community_ MosLprogre.ss is registered in :instrumental"
areas of family functioning (child Tearing, health care, ho-memaking prac-,

.

uces).

Parent therapy and .counseling in its psychoanalytic.form is barren"of,mea-
sured results although rich in professional testimony. It is practiced mainly .

,
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by whitemiddle- class professionals on a whitenkIddle class population. Hence" .

it would not necessarily be useful to disadvantaged populations defined by
race or low income. It is too early to decide wh'ther behavior-MOdification
for parents is a useful strategy, although early Azsults do look promising..

Health .Care Progiams
. . _

To succinctly and systematically chaficterize current health programs. for .dis-
acIliantaged children proves to be a remarkably difficult task:, VirtuallSr none of

.

these-programs, as fares we have been able to determine, have been evaluated
or.monitored in wa.yOrpertinent to this study. Several major evaluations are
presently 'under way,-but findings have .not'yet been published.

Given this lack of preeXisting studies, the problerhs of d
rt

-bing programs
and relating current efforts to critical child health needs is e.- The inter-
action is perhaps most easily conceptualized as a matrix, h g on one

. dimension critical child health needs or problemssuch as malnutrition, infec-
tious diseases, handicaps, or sensory -deficitsand on the other particular

. programmatic approaches to child health-Hsuch as screening,* comprehensive
health, or nutrition, programs. The cells thusdefined represent correspondences
betWeen programs and prciblerns. Had evaluatiorteata been available-in terms
of the matrix, 'it would have been. 'Possible to discuss the matrix cell by cell,
i.e.., the specific Patterns by which the federal effort interacts with the _health
problems-of children. In its absence, descriptions offecleral programs effects in
_terms of child health are largely conjectural and inferential. ..

Programs with five emphases were analyzed: comprehensiVe but specif-
ically targeted' health programs (e.g., Maternal and Infant Care, Children and
-Youth), health screening and treatment programs (e.g.,- Health Start);--multi-'
service programs with a health component (e.g., Head Start;, nutrition pro-

, grams; and-farriiIrpining programs). In each case examples were.given, _and- I,
the relative effectiveness of programs both within the group,-and;of the group
contrasted with other groups, are discussed.-

Looking at .existing programs against the patterns of. need (i.e., needs
requiring _federal intervention because of inadequacies of the private sector),
We findvery spotty coverage of the matrix. Some programs, "such as Maternal
and Infant Care and family planning,. are directed at both critical health needs
anclhigh-,:risk groups in a most appropriate way.. Some programs which do not
now exist in coordinated way, such as early diagnosis and treatment of
handicaps and chronic conditions, would, from evidence in other- sources,
have a large- jm,pact on the makrix- (i.e., intervening between the critical ages
One to four). On the other hand, some programs are not organized in such a
way as to make evaluation in terms of the matrix possible. Children and Youth,
for example, combines early infancy care with some screening with general
services for older children, without a programmatic mandate to apportion.
inputs in these areas. in relation to critical health needs. Other prograins with 49
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potentially large impacts see to be skewed ,because their programmatic goals
are not en l consistent th child healthineeds_ Thus, many-of the feeding
and food stn ution p ams do not _address:the issue of feeding very
children. In additi. , gaps exist which no Programs or nonfederal mod-els are
operating to _ One clear need is for models which combince medical,
psychologi , and educational diagnoses and treatments; the failuie 'of Head
Start and Follow Through to become truly integrated and comprehensive does ----

not bode well for other attempts, such as the newer Parent:-Child Center pro-
. jects_ Anbther area which is virtually. Unexplored on a programmatic level is
that of social illnesses in children (child abuse," "neglect, accidents).

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
PROGRAM PLANNING
The recomrnendatiOns'Offered in this report fall in two groups: For the short
term, we recommend several redistributions of emphasis in program direction.
and management, as indicated in the Specific recommendations to follow.
After these-recommendations haVe ben given, we turn to recommendations. .

for the longer term:. / s--

Given the preceding- analyses,and literatUre .reviews, we- recommend two
thematic emphases in the near fUture;-emphaseS on (1) individualizing services,

(2)7w- orking. with' the family rather than around it.- These zemphases- are
predominantly suggested by bur,attempts to analyze and define the multiple
and complex nature of disadVantage in childhood. But there is testimony com-
ing from the programs and 'projects as well that favors such emphases. Our
more specific recommendations fallow in part frOm the themes and in part
from our reviews of the evidence and testimony: As has been suggested above,
the evaluation of programs for children is-an iffy business and the interpreta-.
tion of evaluations unavoidably involves orie in multiple acts of judgment.
Nevertheless, we have made every effort to align our recommendation
existing data and to diScuss data relevant to each recommehdation in the main
body of the

Recommendations for_ Preschool Programs
lEspecially Head Start)
I.' Diversify Head Start away from its present primary orientation toward

center-based prechool education.
-Broaden its focus to include (as many Head Start projects do)- Other50 child development-in-addition to cognitive and academic.



Broaden its format to include hoMe-based (in addition to center-based/
project, and parent training projects.
Broaden the range of indices used to indicate its effectiveness.

Continue (emphasize) research on the effects of center -based preschool
education.

IL .Implernent screening programs for all children under the condition's given
below. We suggest screening followed by appropriate treatment at birth,

_

2-3 years, and kindergarten. -.2

Screening should be conducted by appropriately trained personnel (not
necessarily pediatricians) who work within a -health system with com--
prehensive referral capabilities.
Screening for and identification of needs should occur .only ;When pro-;
grams to meet the needs- are available.

Screening priorities should be ..based on diagnostic sophistication. the
risks of late identifiction, and the availability of appropriate pro-
gramming.

Ili. Provide vindividualized services for preschool children, with special needs
as early in the child's life as is beneficial: Services .should in most cases-
include parent training.

Curreritly we seem best able to provide programming for preschool chil-
. dren with sensory and physical needs_ More programs should be imple-

mented for such children_
Focus ort research and development .of programming models where our
knowledge is inadequate for current implementation (e.g., in the
:areas of learning disabilities, behavior disorders, or emotional diturb-
ances).
Implement more (and at an earlier age) bilingual preschobl projects for
non-English speaking children to prepare them for- the regular school.
system..

Adjust categorical funding at tie programming level to permit integra-
tion of children with different special needs in the same preschool -pro-
jests, while at the same time insuring-The continued inaivicluality of the
services provided.
Integrate children with .special needs into 'regular 'school- pTogra as
much as possible, especially 'using special preschools to perm later
regular school attendance.

0



Reconunendations for Day Care
In the case of day care, we, first consider child development issues, and con-
clude that:

Day care meeting some carefully considered standard of basic adequacy will
not be deterimental to children's deVelopment.
There is virtually no way at present to knoW .what must be added to such
basic care,so as to positively affect children's- development generally..

;._ Research is needed toe-more definitely understand the potential and present
effects of day care on children; in its _absence, substantial investment in
developmental day care appears inadvisable.

. ,After a consideration of various arguments for day care, we recommend:
I. That a system of -day care facilities, ;.including centers; homes, places in_ -

private centers;_ homemaker services, and other fatalities as outlined in the
Support section be organized to deal with the needs of children from un-
supervised, inadequately supervised, crisis, and strls.situations-as needed.

IT. That some appropriate organization such as outreach services from an-
appropriate health care network be devised, tested, and instituted to pro-f'vide screening of young children for potential health -an educational-
problems, and that a full complement of services be made a ailable to deal
with those groblems as riecessary. Where research -is necessary- to accom-.
push this, it sCioujd be supported.

, .

III_ That a very limited number Of densely populated areas be selected for the
experimental establishment: of a multipurpose day care center offering
a broad spectrum of services,; oath both the centers and detailed analysis
of their operation to be supported by the federal government. This 'pro-
posal is directed toward obtaining more information on the. optimal way to
operate a center so as ta..most effectively and efficiently cope with the usage
rates, types of problems, program successes, and a Score of other basic facts
about even- a rough approximation to an 'average day care Center.

IV. That eff6i-ts be madello produce and execute housing designs that will
proMote informal or otherwiSe Shared child care arrangements. The goal. is
.a modern urban equivalent of the unfenced Middle-of-the-block backyard.
There are several more general recommendations which we state in this

::latter section. First, all day care, whether in homes or centers, shoUld 'be: of
Such -a quality as to offer every little risk of :harrning. the child: Second, we
-recognize that advances in the state of-knowledge abotit early childhood inight:
Substantially change our.conclUsions,.particillarly in the area of ch4g1 develoP-
ment_ Analysis has-ShoWn the necessity of further knowledge about the



dren; we urge that its pursuit be encouraged. Third, -there nigh . exist local
situations in which a day care center is-in any terms, including finncial, the
best solution -to a group of-. probtern- s. In such.situations,-Jacilities should be
provided.

Recommendations for E4ucation. Services
I. Increase structure and management in traditional curriculum areas-

c. ".

It-is proposed that a strategyOf Increased structure and managemegt in the
Prin447-school classroom -be used to increase the attainment of basic skills
of reading and arithmetic. Increased classroom structure and management
includes:. (1) a strong instructional emphasis with clearly stated and measur-
able goals, which are carefully sequenced; (2) ongoing assessment capability
in the classroom; (3) individualized Delp after assessment; and (4) extensive
planning by- and careful supervision of_the intructionaleStaff.

Thp federal-government could -move to encourage increased structure
`-and management by providing incentives primarily in the form of (cot'apen-
satory education) resources tied to. designed to encourage adop7
tion of 'the recommended strategy, by prcqViding technical assistance and
information, and by creating demonstration projects.

Diversify educatioii: 4 4,

-TO diversify education essentially means to brOacler3-the range of activities
emphasized in iheclassroom- -Which are considered .a legitimate part of the:
child's education and:for:which the child- is rewarded and_ receives prestige.

'those skills that are naw considered basic -should be taught in the most
effective manner possible. B"Ut the remainder of the day should be spent in
activities which allow. each child to use aril develop Other skills. It appears
that there are other human skills thatin terms of vocational relevance, in
terms of-the structure, of. human, abilities, in terms of.,educabilityftilly
deserve to be a part of the basic early curriculum-.

This recommendation can -now-- only be given in a general way, as a
statement .-of the need for the.development of. a diversified -emphasis. The-
types of activities and the specific curricula which would be Included in .a-
diversified education program would haVe to .be established by a deVelop---
-ment,,program.-- The established distinction between verbal and spatial
abilities could well be used as a starting point, given that the distinction has'-
been well documented and that a reasoned argument7now.f.Xists thatschools
should acknowledge it We are here recorninendini punning folloWed by
program research and ddevelopment in order to design a more di-Versified
education for children. .



Recommendations Relating to Family Services
a- This i3;commendation proposes a-general goal of serviceswhia should apply

to planning and implementation of all public programs directed at children.
The maino-thrust of the recommendation is toward .worIcing-vvith the family,
rather than "around" it. We hold that public policy in this area should make
families the focus of intervention efforts, should use parents as primary agents
of change, and should- involve parents in policy and administrative decision-4,
making. A series of specific prpcedures are resented in the body of the report
to support this recommendativri. . :

0

,-

Health Care Recommendations
_Children's health problems are not neatly separable from problems in the

. ., . .

organization of services designed to solve them: ConSequentlY, health recorn-
.. ..

mendations cannot be made through a compdrafively 'simple OmparisOn of :
existing problems with available programs. Generally speaking, in the case of

..:::health the right prograWs exist. The problems arise from Utili7ation, avail-
ability, anci-atcessibilit. Health care recommendations must reflect- a consid,
eration of the health .caretaking system. -* - ' . .

From a general introductory discussion of-the relationship of health to child
development and the problems associated with policy decions, we move to a
set of recommendations- for child health programs related to the general child
development strategies which are being developed in this report. : ! .

(- ......

Recommendations: .. 7.

/ ,, -
-

I. Nutritional programs should be -rede-signed,"- ex,arLded, and given 'greater
priority .as a-preventive health strategy for 'children.

r

H. Maternal an4tfant care projects and family planning programs should be. expanded to . cover more of the high sk populations;- -.these programs
. should. remain (as they are at presenf separatc categorical programs_for
-the immediate. future. . . .-

III. Other direct health servipes efforts,for children should be incorporated into
one of two more corn ehensive settings:

y-oriented health delivery systems such. as Family. Comprehensive),,fa
Health Centers..'.)
Multi-service proglr

_ Parent-Child Centex-4.
s for children, such as Head Start, schools, or

,



/-
IV. Broad emphases in a child health strategy should be: (1) diversification of

pediatric manpower (along\ withgeneral expansion of-allied acrd community
health" persOnnel); (2) "improvement in firiancial support for child health
services; (3.) _and irnpro-verirnt in general :environmental conditions for
children. '

COMMENTS-ON FUTURE ANALYSIS'
The...data bse for a strusdy.,Suchi-as this consists of three kinds of research activ-
ity: (/)'-analysis, (2) problem and program.studies, and (3) basic resetarCh; ,+low
could one facilitate planning in the future? . -

-We suggest that a permanent -intramural analysis group be set up Within
HEW to provide for a continuing synthesis and analysis of information about
programs for children- This grbup would _not be concerned with tlay-to-day
planning activities, but it would have periodic responsibilities to provide a
comprehensive analysis_ of programs for children. We.suggest that one or two
extramural groups be established to assist in the_developthent of analyses, and
to provide possible.other perSpectiVes about program guidance_ .

We do not make recommendations about the futherance of problem and
program studies and of basic studies, because there are present trends. toward a
greater quality and quantity of relevantresearch activity in these areas. This .

. seems manifest in the development of agency_planrring functi.ores, and in the
rrioVe toward interagency coord#iati,on.created by -the..InteragenCy Panel for
Early Childhood Research and Development._ '..- , . - - --

ThereSeems to be a diVision, roughly, between.thekinds -of-problems .faced .

by traditional-child welfare legislatiOn and programs, and many of the newer .....

group- of problems brought in by the recent poverty initiatives. The former are
.problems of children in trouble because of personal *crisis or risks in the inime-,
diate environment; the latter are problems of children who have-statistically_
poor chances of social status _later. These are termed !'child welfareisSiies7 Vs.-

., .. isocial issues. -. . ., -

It is probable that-the:"soCial issues" are riot uniquely issues Of childhood,
nor uniquely to be addressed by analysis Or:Prog;-ainS confined to .childhood.
SUch problems relate to the following question:,

:

1.;

Do we have more education than we need? Do we have the kind of eduCation
= we ileedl

Are the existing child care professions still fully-viable? Can we solve prob-
lems by multiplications of them? Are the professional structures the reason--
able sources either of problem definition or of advocacy? -

-0 Can social institutions replace the family for the child? possible for us to
strengthen the family in its relation to the child? 5
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Can we provide more openings for prOductive labor? Can we provide more
distributed dignity of labor?
Can we create a political socialization?
Can we find some way to remain competitive as a society without crushing
corryetitiveness within? Where and how., can we assert- "quality of life"
valuei for families and their children?

- The "child welfare issues" now dealt with by programs for children can
probably only be solved by efforts to -obtain the long-sou gikt-for.services that-
are individualized, relevant, comprehensive, and coordin This will prob-
ablynot.be established by new prograirts for comprehensivirress established on
a historic bed of old programs. Mbst likely, it will require changes-in the man-
agement of existing programs.

Probably, in the long run, effective services could be obtained by exten-
sions of existing health and school service bases. The fundaniental innovation
needed is an effective provision for. local inanagement and accountability.
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. The Child Care. and Public Policy Conference held in March of 1974 focused
on Dr._ Sheldon White's Federal Programs for Young Children: Review and-
Recommendations, which is summarized in the previous section. What follows
here are four critiques by distinguished. '..holars in _the field, a Sum-Mary of
these presentations, and a statement using these comments to link the issues of
child care and public .policy. 7.

It was hoped that. by convening this, group of peers and policymakers,
discussion of White's paper would highlight the complexity and diversity of
the problems in this area. Most importantly we needed to make-it clear to all -.
concerned that there is no single answer and also that there is no single
question... . --

Each of the following presentations reflects the particular interests and
expertise of an individual scientist. While they areiinot necessarily divergent
opinions, -they do represent different 'concerns.

se'
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Commentary on
Federal Programs for Young Children:

Review and Recommendations

Carl Bereiter
C:)neario Institute for Studies in Education

;6.
Were it not for the widespread Encertainw and gloom -currently surrounding
early -childhood education, this would be a. discouraging report.. Like other
recent reports it finds that nothing seems to make much difference, but it does
not stop with this facile and disheartening observation. It is impressive that
Sheldon White and his colleagues sifted out so much relevant policymaking
material from the available data_ Specifically, the findings I refer to are that
structured teaching programs have tended to be more effective than uhstruc-
'hared ones, that parent training has been more successful than parent educa-
tion, arid- that referral has had more tangible benefit than therapy in family
social work. I will comment on.several of these conclusions with the Intent of
modifying or amplifying, them in the light ot rny own knowledge and judgment_

First, however, I would like to discuss -a vital issuethe measurement of
educational outcomeswhich is treated merely. as a background topic in the
report. The entire effort of 'policyrnakers to 6aseitheir decisionS on data will be -7-
determined by the ability to measure relevant outcomes. The measurement

this .bleak picture has' definite policy implications. Briefly, the measurement
picture is somewhat bleaker ihart the report indicates. arid at-least one point
th
picture may be summarized as follows_

_

.1. As-the re.portindicateS, Presentrneasitrement technology is adequate for the
assessment of intellectual aptitudes but with two major qualifications. First,
cross-cultural comparisons of aptitudes are'very rcisky. This does not mean,
however; that available measures are invalid for \c-ertiirt cultural or ethnic

. groups_ Most available evidence suggests that existing aptitude measures are
aboUt equally valid for American subpopulations and can therefore appro-
priately.be Used for comparing differently treated groups of children within
given subpopulations. What. is not appropriate is to judge the success of an
educatiOnal interi/entiort program for poor black children, for instance; by
zorni,arin.g aptitude test scores with middle-class white norms. Failure to
make this distinction between within-group and across-group comparisons
has led some policymakers -tO .reject aptitude tests altogether when they

1iight still have valuable uses for-within-group assessments of educational
effects. The second qualification, however, is that we have no basis for 61
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judging the value, if any:, of experim'entally induced changes in aptitude test
scores. A recent study of large, representative first-grade populations indi-
cates that in the last 10 years scores on a reading readiness test have gone up
enormously, with no attendant increase in the reading achievement scores
that the readiness test was supposed to predict.. This finding gives substantial
weight to the fear that changes in aptitude scores may have no material con-
sequence and tfierefore should not be taken seriously as indicators of the
effectiveness of .early. childhood educational programs.

2. Our ability to measure achievement in basic scholastic skills is probably
much lower than the report indicates. Elementary school achievement tests
have embarraSsingly high correlations with measures of scholastic aptitude.
Of particular- significance is the close relationship between tests of reading
comprehension and tests of verbal intelligence-No one, to my knowledge,
has succeeded in demonstrating that these two kinds of tests measure any-
thing different, which leaves us in the.:position" of not being able to measure
with-any confidence what is without doubt the single most important skill
:objective of elementary edrication. It is most clistresiing that specialists in
educational evaluation are pursuing high-flown models of the evaluation
prOcess.rwhile doing little or nothing to raise the basic instrumentation of
rrieasurement_abol; -its _current unspeakably inadkuate

-3. The report correctly indicates that our ability ,to measure outcomes' in the
area of personality and social development is virtually nil, and thiS is not <
from a lask..of efforts to-devise tests. The-report hints at the prospect that
personality and social development outcomes may not be susceptible to
testing as we now conceive of it, that is as 'something that can accOm-
plished at a sitting and at modest cost. There is no reason why it should be..
Finding out whether a person can do something is.a. much different matter
from finding out his response tendencies in a broad area of behavior. While
fincling'out about the former may cost a dollar, finding out about the latter
may cost a hundred or r-a th. _itusaabij.--i -tames as much. AcCordingly, if policy-
makers are serious about wantingto base their decisions empirical results
inthe-personali& and social domain, they may have to be prepared to-make
an.enormouSlylarger investment_ in evaluation.than anyone has seen fit to

-make. thus far_

4. The new apprOach to evaluation signified by the "indicators of quality" and
enthusiastically reviewed by the report is not an advance but rather a disinal.
retreat from the problem: It amour-1;s to taking -what had been considered.
independent variables (teacher behaviors) and turning them into a dependent
variable .("good teaching," as judged by experts); With such an index-
program can be converted from a failure to a success simply by conform*
to the prevailing prejudices: Such a criterion would generally stifle efforts to

62 improve the state of the art.
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The purpose of these remarks on evaluation has not been to engender
despaii but to suggest that if policy decisions are to be based more outcome
data, as I believe they should be, efforts to develop basic meas emeht tech-
nology will have to be much more serious and at a much higher level of support
than they have been in the past. -

I will -noir turn to several of the report's major recommendations that- are
related to preschool and elementary education.
"Diversify ead Start away from its present primary orientation toward center -
basedbased preschool education." Some specific and reasonable suggestions are
made for extension 4'of Head Start' activities beyond regular preschool educa-
tion, but the report remains vague about what should become of the center-
based preschool progiams that now Constitute the core of Head Start activities.
Should they be expanded; held to their current level, cut back to make way for
the more specialized-programs suggested', or ultimately phased out? The same
inconclusiveness is discernable in several chapters in which evidence bearing
on the-need for early educational intervention is presented. Whereas there is
little to quarrel with in the analysis of evidence piece-by-piece, it does lead
in rably- to a conclusion that is left unstated. The conclusion may be
fo ulated as follows. 'Ten years ago there was no decisive evidence but an
abundance of suggestive evidence supporting the hypothesis that early educa-
tional experience is crucial for cognitive development. After a decade of exten-
sive basic and applied research, we still do not have any decisive evidence, but
the trend of suggestive evidence has been rather consistently against the
h3ipothesis. In short; we now have much less reason to believe in the/impor-
tance of preschool education than we did back in the days when our knowledge
consisted of that summarized by Hunt's Intelligence and Experience and
Bloo Sta ty and Change in Human Characteristics. This conclusion,
coup ed -with hat appears to be encouraging results from Follow Through,

.:leads me to f or the eventual withdrawal of resources from preschool educa-
tion in favor of the improvement of instruction in elementary school.
"Include home-based . . . and parent training projects." The problem with this
.recommendation is the assumptioh, almost universally shared, that home
intervention is merely an alternative and_ hopefully more effective.-"delivery

-, system".for services otherwise comparable to those of a Center-based preschool
program. The two ars radically different... _Compensatory preschool programs
siTh.ply add oh certairi\e-xperierices to those already.-provided by the home,
leaving the hothe essentially untouched. Home interventions aim at changing,
to-a greater or lesser extent, the culture of the horile, especially the character of
parent-child interactions. The courts have lOng recOgriized a division of author-
iity-between the state and, the parent in socialization of the child, with the gen-
erl recognition that parental authority:is 'primary, to be abridged only to a
minimum extent necessary to meet'society'S needs. Home-intervention consev=
tutes a potentially major shift in the balance of authority, in favor of the state, 63



at a time when there appears to be a shift of values in th-e opposite direCtion-,-
he direction of pluralism and against the homogenizing influence of state-

ontrolled education. The profound human ri
vention ought to be seriously consideredd
based on cost-effectiveness.

is implications of home inter-
ecisions should not be merely

"Increase structure and management in-traditional curriculum areas." This is
an imporlant positive recommerfdation. Itmay be premature, given the current
state of evidence, but it is clear that evidence,does-converge in this direction.
However, it is not known that structure ,al-on'e acts independently to improve
the effectiveness of school programs. 'Although programs effective in raising
school achievement tett'd to.be structured, not all such programs are effective,
and what makes the difference in effectiveness of structured programs is little
understood. lit is quite possible that arvexamination of Title I ,findings would
show more ineffective than effective programs.) The report has been overly
hasty in rejecting curriculum and curriculum -materials as an additional and
perhaps interacting variable. The evidence cited for the irrelevance 'of curric-
ulurrrvariations consists largely of statements by people who have not, to my
knowledge, carefully examined the research., In. the-. area of reading, for in-
stance, the evidence in- faVor of intensive phonics instruction is at least as
strong as the evidence in favor of structure. Intensive phonics instruction, of
course, virtually necessitates a structured teaching.method, but the reverse is
not. true. There may be a constellation of features that make an effective teach-
ing program; structure is one aspect -of such a. Program that is insufficient
without the Others:
"Diversify education." This recommendation-is so'broad that-it is little more
than endorsement of a catchword. There are several directions that such diver-
sification might take, but of these the one suggested in the report seems the
least promiging.- I refer to Selecting some neglected mental ability, such as a
spatial ability, and attempting to foster it. This sort of thing hls been done in
connection with various perceptual abilities, with skills nominallSr measured
by the Illinois Test of Psycholingugtic Abilities, and earlier in connection with
:Thurstone's Primary Mental Abilities. Generally it has been possible to design ,

training to raise relev,ant test scores, but so what? There -is no evidence to sug-
gest this is.a meaningful or useful kind of education. A more significant kind.' of

.diversificatioh could arise from designing new instructional programs for. -
teaching core subjects that would draw on different abilities, from those that
are now predictive of .suceessfor instance, to devise- a way of teaciiiilg

it reading to children who are high -on spatial but low on verbal-abilities, This
the kind of programmatic effort that Jensen has-proposed. and that is irn.iliedV
by research on aptitudeLtreatment interactions-(going out and procliming.inter-
actions, that is, instead of just looking for them). At presents however, we
have no idea if this is even possible. .In spite of deca6,_-_-, of talk about adapting

64 instruction to individual differences,. almost nothing has been done about .it.
/



The report is quite 'dear in saying that much research has to be done before
diversification can be realistically implemented. What the report does not_
make clear is that the 'day for intelligent diversification of curriculum, and
teaching methods is so 'far off that in/ the meantime we need to continue
devoting a great deal of *effort to what Dr. White refers to disparagingly as

the average child's average problems."

I will not comment on the report's recommendations concerning day care,
health, and family services. They seem very judicious and.praCtical, but they
-deal with matters outside my zone of. competence. There is a certain continuity
to the wisdom .of these reconranendations which deserVes to be heeded over
and above the particular proposals. The essential wisdom emerges most clearly
in the recommendation that "screening for and identification of needs should
occur only wheh programs to meet the needs are available." Such a statement
is self-evident and would not need to be Made were there not such a history, in
programs for children, of clirecting.Money toward the most-loudly proclaimed
-needs instead of toward the means that show greatest promise of doing some
good.
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William Kessen
Yale University

7_

An omnibus story that is a favorite of mine concerns a. very popular college
course-in Old Testament literature that was well attended becau-se the instructor .

invariably asked the same question for his final examination: Name 'the Seven .

kings of Israel. When he learned at last that he was the butt of camptis jokes,
the instructor without forewarning changed the examination to a -question
about the philosophy of the prophet Samuel. All but one student left the hall at'.
once; ,the'staybehirld wrote bravely on his paper, "I do not know much about
the prophet Samuel, but for what it's worth, here are the seven kings of
Israel." Under present circumstances, those of us- attending a meeting on
pUblic policy and child development may behave somewhat like, that student
giving our answers to Dr. White's report without regarding the specific ques-
tions that it raises..

,There is-further poignancy, in this story with regards to our task. This
prodigious report on federal programs for children certainly can be seen as
representing the 'seven and the seventy-seven kings and sueens2(and perhaps

- the knaves) of child development, and yet it also very much needs a Samuel..
. Unfortunately, the report does not have an explicit message_ Federal Programs

is not the kind of statement we considered in 1973 as fulfilling the intention of
the forum on policy; it is no Jencks or Jensen. The-manuscript is too sane, too
bland, and polyarchal to arouse strong feelings_ Although it will lead us to
state our prejudices and our points of view, it does not provide us with. the
kind of clear target we might have wished to support or to contest.

There is much, .however, to admire in this remarkable report, this_twenty-
camel. train:; The hard-headed attitude. towards costs and benefits, 'language
which I do not usually find. congenial, 1nd-the reduction of an enormous. data
base from two thousand PageS to a two thousand word recommendation for
policy is a substantial achievement, whatever its'implications, for policy.

After consideration of the vast literature, White and his colleagues_cometo
two explicit conclusionsthat the goals of federally supported programs for. -

children should be shifted toward greater individualization and responsiveness-
to children's needs and that the programs should work with, rather than
around__ the family. Not quite as sure-handed is the srecommendation that-
federal programs should be directed in the first instance toward the culturally'
exducled and the disadvantaged. Thete are other and perhaps_equally
tant implicit conclusions .which I will address shortly._

.

Whatever our consensus about the general conclusions, -there is much in the
report to be happy about. The emphasiS on early health screening, for example,
is fundamental and exigent-. The proposat- to integrate ,children. with special
needs into regular classroom settings as soon and as often as possible may not
be viewed sympathetically -by.many groups, but it:certainbi -deserves our dis-
cussion and, I-believe, our Support. Not surprisingly, however, there are parts of
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the document which can be argued=specifically, the puzzling recolnmenda-
tio ns about.day care. Rather than discuss specifics, I will raise thKee general
issues: the rule of the culture, The central issue of values, and the.paiadoxes of
adaptation.
The Rule of the Culture. A striking characteristic of this report is its strange
disconnection from the major fors at Work in our culture. TO exaggerate, it.iS
alrziot as though the authors had alked:into a. &eat barn of a library called
"child development" in -whiCh there were neither exits nor windoWs. Two
illustrations of such disconnections should serve to make my pOint. The?
primary changes of .the last 50 years that affeot child care, and by implication,
federal programs in child care are changes in the status of American women.
No discussion of the issues can proceed sensibly nor can- there be an under-
standing of the problems. of:children without initial and continuing considera-
tion of that historical, mutation: The fact that more and _rilore- women will
work, that child care in the home has begun to be less gender-differentiated,
and that there are new expectations of women and of-men all bear..cllrectly and
immediately on child care and federal programs. The future of American
women, some of whom will be mothers, is not an esoteric or_academic issue; it
is far more practical and immediate than whether we teach Piaget.or Bereiter.

The second instance of disconnection is perhaps less obvious; it is the failure
of the report to recognize changes 'in the. function of children...Here-1 -cliaw
heavily on the recent work of Professor Keniston- and his colleagues at the
Carnegie Council on Childrem. They have plotted, with some success, the
fundamental change.in.-the role of children over the past century from being
economic- assets to economic liabilities and the parallel culture-defining change.
fiom having children to fulfill -a.' moral obligition or economic necessity to
having children, to use an ugly phrase, as a consumer pleasure_ Whatever their
theoretical iMplications these are crude practical issues relating to population
growth,. patterns of age distribution in our culture, and the goal expectations
of parents- for their children.

I refer to these omissions and Other less notable 'ones as "the rule of the
culture" because, :however painful it may be, it is true that we can consider..
child care only. v:rithin a cultural context; as late twentieth - century. Americans
our definitions and viewpoints are embedded in a cultural context. Some of us,
Certainly those-of us who come out of an experimental tradition, wotildlike to
be able to isolate the Problein of-child care and development and tofieal
them as though. they were freed of their entailMent in the rest of the culture. -

'HoweVer,- we cannot and therefore, the report should have been addresed.'
even more so to the cultural contexts of child care. Incidentally, three of us at
this conference recently visited China and are even: more convinced of the
notion of the rule of culture than we were heretofore.
The Central Issue of Values. The second group of general issues make up the
central issUe of values. There is a-tension in the ry'ort between the explicit 67



goals stated in the earlier parts of volume one and the implicit goals which
actually define it. To put it straight out, I believe that the most important ques-
tions about child care are ethical and ideoloemgi technological. Yet;There
is a warinesS in the report about addressing the etRical and the ideological, and
surely ihe reluctance has a sound defense--.-to maintain scholarly distance, to
be objeCtive, to be reasonable. But the assumption that psychological facts are
'free of value and valuation is nonsense; in the caseOf child care, it is:.pernicious
nonsense. And ironically, what -happens when we try to::'be standoffish' and.,,,
impartial is, that the ideology sneaks in and you find, to take the report in hand, .

as ,an example, that the primary 'ideological and valuational definition of the
document is never explicitly stated. .

The 'unseen,argument has, in my opinion, two premises. The first is that we
can respond to the indiyidual child's needs beCause (a) we -know_ what they are .1

and, knoviring them, (b). it is appropriate to respond to them in spite of cornpet-
ing considerations. To make the contrast obvious, there exist, in. addition to -
the needs of the single and particular child: the meeds of the group', the need's of .

society broadly bounded., It is no_ t my intention to support one value over the
-other; rather, it is essential to note the unexamined ethical premise of the
report that "leacIS.; psychology, ands;technology aside, to an emphasis 'on the
further individualizing of child care and educational programming.

The second ideological premise, which is not always made explicit, is the
goal of catching up with middle-class groups-catching up the disadvantaged:
or the excluded to match middle-claSstandardS. It is strange that both of these:
ideological principleS are part of our blood, but they becorne-.dangerous only if
they are permitted to remain unexamined. Yet, we may cdnclude; when we
have completed ourscieliberations, that these are basic 'ideological principles
,that we wish to maintain'.explicitly..-I'propbse only that we be certain about
ouz convictions; paitiCularly about the catching up premise; there are logical
as well as ethical problems with this racecourse notion.

It is' interesting that concerning the qUestion of values, the report is stron,
gest in its recommendations about health services. In spite of the absence of any
formal evaltiation of existing -health- care programs, the report makes excellent
sense,. is quite persuasiVe, and well directed. The apparent consensus of opin-
ion is probably due to general agreement as to the value of healthy children;
health may be one of the few remaining values that most members .of the
culture share. Whereas attempts to achieve agreement among Americans to
such assertions as "God is good" fall short of unanimous' assent, everyone
agrees that you should brush your teeth daily. This statement not only reflects
American attitudes, but also the problems we face. We can move ahead on a'
federal program of child care only when the prograin is based on some shared:,
principle of the Culture-.-It is .a truth politicians learn early and one we cannot
ignore. But _more to the point, if we do not have any strong sense .of
values or a productive and sigrialing idea about the values of children or the68 valuesof education, then,. in such a policy of.entropy, we Move towardS indi-

. .



ridualization. More bluntly, whatever its other sources, individualization
.epresents the absence of positive ideology and the weakness of sKared values
n the United States. Thii rep-art repretents a .far more widespread failure to
recognize the ethical and ideological dimensions, of our work, a failure which
las led in turn to the curious texture. of our field.

Witness, as example.. the:vngineering model, implied by White and his col-
eagues, that is slightly shifted away from an emphasis on the developmental
asychologist as expert. Imagine that the king (I am obviously obsessed with
royal images) says to the Royal Railroader, "You folks are supposed to be the
experts on railroads; please make some recommendations on what we should
to about national railroad policies."

The 'rail-experts make an intensive study of railroads, come back to the
dng, a911 say,.'Well, there's an enormous variety of :track have some
aarrot.v.gauge and same wide gauge. We also have a wide div eirt equip-
ment and patterns; some trains run only between Peoria and o, others
From Princeton to New. Brunswick. We are not always able to t the trains
work or not because we haven't' been able to get some of the engines started.
Then, of course, some of them that have started haven't'been working as well
IS others although pur . rail-evalktation proCedures cannot determine the
reasons for the variation. But we do have two strong recommendations, yotir
majesty. First; we think we ought to maintain the variety in our railroad sys-
ternanothe example of democi;atic pluralismperhaps even increase it.
Second, we surely ought to keep' the pullman cacr. . .

-
In the meetinrof experts ind:Policym' akersnobody-asks, "Where do you

want the trains to go?" American child care.and education may not be quite asAmerican
diverse as this example suggests and some of you may not agree that; the
defense of the family sometimes seems as quaint as the defense of the pullrnan
;:ar, but the general- irn'plications of the fable are important.

In contrast, Alexander II once faced his engineers and, asked about the
design of a railroad between St. Petersburg and Moscow, seized a straightedge
and a pen and drew a line with neither curve nor contour. Neither advocating
;uch autocratic solutions nor the similar solutions of democratic centralism, I
do feel that we must face the problems of living and working in a pluralistic
;ociety thab has no positive ideology. Even more appropriately, we should be
wary of the report's implied analogy between applied developmental psychol-
bgy and applied physical science. Such an analogy is crippling because the
psychologist cannot function as a technocrat in the absence ei ethical or
[deological imperatives. Moreover, the psychologist does not function we_
a technocrat because of a not very well hidden desire to be policyrnaker as we:
as advisor on the implementation of policy.

The Paradoxes of Adaptation. And so, in almost orderly- fashion_, we reach the
Final sat of issues, the paradoxes ofadaptation. AlthoUgh-there has been ritual
bowing to Darwinian, or adaptaticinal conceptions of child development for

-



many years, few psychologists have taken the model seriously in its detail
in its precision. If there were time enough, . I would -try to make a stron case
for the re-awakening of an adaptational model.for child develoPmenit. Short of
such an exercise, I will-use-the concept to suggest a problem we face if we see
the child. adapViig and, while in the process of adaptation, consiz-ructing his,
-own environment, and then adapting to that environment in a coinuous/
fashion throughout his life. The easy contrast between sensitive periods and
hereditary determination seems absurd; we much face the-complexities of a
child in constant adaptation'to an environment which he both meets and trvls-
fOg-rns.. However, if contintr-75us adaptation is a Groper view of the child and if
human beings are as adaptable as I think they are, then we have a.,remarkable
paradox.

.

The first part of the paradox is based On experi ce with the adaptatiOnal
capacity of children. In our own-children and in the hildren we see in school
-or other institutions, remarkable transformationS are lapparint. Children-learn
remarkable things; they become very subtle social the livs and so well-attuned
to their environment thak they make discriminations child psychologists can
hardly begin to plot. Childreq-are.not only adaptive ut, also superbly corn-
peterit in their- adaptation.

e
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Thelsecond part of the paradox, which is allied to the first, is the vast
cross - cultural differences in children and child care. Bronfenbrenner, Steven-.
son, and I can present detailed arguments, for example, that Chinese children
are profoundly different from American children, and unless one is.prepared
to. make radical cry/D togenetic hypotheses.; one must maintain that the cultural,
differences represent different adaptation. 'Against these two parts of the para-.
dox must be juxtaposed a thirdthe apparent ineffectiVeness of all our early
educational programs. If we have this organism adaptable beyond all others,
.this child who can sense and conform and construct. remarkably complicated
ariangernentS, why do we have this report, thousands of pages in length,
which informs us that no matter what is done, there Will be little difference?
The paradoxes of adaptation or docility ought to be the center Of ,our attention.
The only resolUtion .of, the puzzle that makes much sense is derivable from the
first two parts of the paradoxwe have not 'arranged our educational pro-
grams so as to make sufficient and appropriate demands for.adaptation on the
part. of the child. At present, he is able"-to solve almost=any of our educational
innovations by role-switching, by "code-switching" into the setting where V+rie
put him and then switching back to his other definitionsthe definitionS of the
family, the street, the peer gang; personal psychoPlthyas soon as he leaves,
the edu'cati -etting.- Individualization, even to. achieve its own limited
goals, must 7.e. individualization (an indivisibility making) across all :the
living settng- of tie child. But,, inevitably, the circle turns and closes; we live
in a culture and at a time which carries strongly held' and shared belief in
sprawling individualism and the virtues of fluent role-switthing.
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The issues this report raises are many. I would like to fo. cus my remarks on the
particulffr items that _I consider relative to policymaking and a knoWledge base.
I am most impressed with- the scholarship tl3at went into- this report and its
interesting historical perspective. This helps us to gain an histoifCal orientation
which will alleviate, perhaps, some of our impatience with he rate of social
progress and education. The questions I would like to.address in my comments
are as follows:

1. Who are the policymakers we are trying --t-oeducate" or, more accurately,
wishing to work with?

2. What kind of information do olicymakers haveto have to make a decision,
and as a corollary, what fort does this information ,have to have?

3. What do we do with policy issues when there is little information?

FirSt, I wish to emphasize that the belief system of policymakers is a critical
factor in our discussion_ I believe that policymakers have a set of constructs by
which they define social and physical reality. Such' constructions of course are
riot unique to policymakers but are characteristic of each of us_ The point at
issue!is that the belief system of policymakers is,something that we_know little

, about_ I believe that we_ can make certain
of

about.,Tolicyrnakers
) that would be relevant, but the substance of these cornnients is yet tobe un-
-covered. For ,example, I .am "certain that every addit---olicyrnake? -.or not,
,parent or nothas somekleas, attitudes,. and beliefs"about child care and '1;ie
:.necessary and sufficient conditions-Yoz adequate child care..Fcir those:Who are

parents, the feeling becomes more rele-Vant an -issue because each fee' ls qualified,
by virtue of his or her experience, to make general statements about. ,child
needs .and child care requirements. Thus the implicit knowledge or belief sys-
tems of -every policyrnaker will infl.pnce the ways in which he- treats new
information. My argument, therefore, is that this is a critical variable in our

ne with policyrnakers and in presenting a report of this kind.
Related to this is the 'fact thit child care is deeply embedded in a context of

Social values and social aspirations_ Attitudes and belief systems of policy-
makers or citizens have-to be viewed in the context of what the society wants
for its children and what responsibility the chi/Ex-en have to the society_ Fixfally,
there is concern with the nature of the belief system of policymakers vis-a-vis
the role'of 'research in...the-sada! sciences. Do polic-yrnakers understand the
appropriateness of research regarding such issues as program effectiveness and
child care policy questiOns? I am not sure that there is public acceptance of
such research. When we use such terms as experiment, manipulations; and .571
treatment conditions, re they accepted by the. educated "public ?_-Does the



..-)...
public believe the hods of science to be 4,'proPriateto theareas that concern. -
us? :Does research.-merely represent- t6 there more - statistics` gatherinand---..

. . -
of trends? 7. -,

in .tnat
. ,

thy-tindersd-ore the need for us,
_ ,as investigatOrs, ro,:better present qur findings if-we-are-to reaclizie publi

...." . +

riot talking about-the corriplexit oTreseardiresultSar tatigtic.al sbphis
- Rather, my. point is exemplified.,by the .following.. Head Start is basedlOn Ole:"

; prericise that childien from .certain segments of our society-cOme toSehOol un-";:-..
.`" _prepaied: for the demands of schdol due to certain erivironinental characteriS- ..

tics- -and-experiences. It is conceivable, howeVer, that one coad.jUstify 171ead.
. -

° .:' Start not from thiS-point of view but from tle point of view that these-children_

-are_. basically slow and genetically:! limited. based on this assumption; it..ta.kes-.,
:- more-tirrie to educate these children; therefore, by starting early,- theY"Can.be .

- provided "with the experience necessary to function in school. A Policy_malcer,:-
then, May-support the Head Start'prograni for reasons other_ than the-explicit "-

rationale for such-a prOgrar3: Whereas the rationale for such action- may vary
among policyrnaker- s, they may-agree on the action: If this is true, then the
_evidence they seek would be different and the information they would ask, of
researchersiw" ould also differ. If we do- not know the perspective of the Polidy-

. maker regarding this, partidular issue, we may gi7 him information that he_
cannot_ or.will not utilize. .

I would now like to 'raise some issues regarding, the context' in which this
'report can be considered. It will be. recalled that the report foruses on federal

olicies and points out very poignantly the wide array of federallY7funded pro-
grams for disadvantaged children. Yet, the society in which we live is So-diverse.
that we must raise the question of the relationship between federal pr-Pgi-arns
and local customs and practiCes_ I am, fully aware that for some programs like
desegregation,. the local option approach may have not resulted in the desegre-
gation gains evident today in the South. Ironically, there is at present probably
greater desegregation in southern cities than in many northern cities. This may
be cited as' evidence of centralization and flouting of local policy. One can
easily envision preschool or day care programs that will also.vary by commu-
nity. The needs arid approaChes to day care in rural KentuCky may be far.
different than hi Boston or Princeton, In essence, my point is: that the issues
described-and the pOliciesrecommended must be presented against a backdrop
of decisionS regarding local options.

.

_ I find it very difficult to think of social policy concerns as separate from the
larger social context. The report does deal with this with some consistency, but

' it does not come to grips with solutions. That in fact may be the role of
this-meeting; We are fepresetiting a variety of interests and we dO have theme
chance to begin a dialogue; perhaPs we can move to some practical sOluticins.,
It seems to me that the solution to some of the social problems described in this
report are the responsibilities of agents other tari those listed. The respon' si-
bility rests with business and education as *ell as th7'gii)-vernment. Oppor-

1.
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"teinkties for: ork, advanc'ernerit;-and.satisfactors;r incothes ai-e'deteirrurte d.by a
.- broad- 'airay of individuals. :Ort the other-itand,_ the,'7'ShooYs, have a decided
NresLionsibilitry in facilitatir4 entrance of childrenarito:. the world OlwOrk as

welPds. into theivorld of-social livirig..Thus, my.contention is tkiat otti.itiort
the problerhs-p&sed in this report must me. froM.broader Segments of the .

society working in smaller units than on the cfeek.i4 levej. The problems: :of
course, are complex; but we must look to the 'relationship between-. the federalrgovernment and other units of goirernment: :

The isSueS. I would like to present are the following: 1) federal standards
tend to be higher than local standards (nursing homes are an example); 2) there
is a danger of vested interests in local groups becoming dominant and deter-
mining policy; and 3) the need for objectivity in -evaluation. I think there is
need to define anew relationship between federal and local interaction. I think
many of us have tended to favor federal because on the whoVit
has been not only broader but probably more liberal. ,On the other '-_and, I cart

.
seeiserious probleins,ernerging with federal attempts to establish uniformity in
some? social policy -areas.

But before we proceed with these points, we have to knoW who the pOlicy7
makers are They are so varied as to include members of the board of educa-..

.don as well as ciassroOm teachers. Arid- yet every parent voting in the comma-
nit;i.is also apolicymaker. =

In. i democratic society; everyone is or can be a participant in policymaking,
decisions, and in a complex industrial society where policies are made at every

layer upon-layer of poliCyinakeri exist.- The prc.--1.erri of identifying
policyrnakers is indeed- Cornplex- and perhaps insoluble. A. teacher reads an
article on successful learning: in the classroom...The teacher decides that the
specific .approach makes sense, but achieving the same results is a problem:I
feel there is a tremendous wasteland between the knowledge. resulting frOm
research and the implementation of that kni3*ledge. -TeacherS have a better
understanding of what they need to achieve. their goals.

The implications of this report- lead me to the conclusion that there are two
broad categories of research,,each requiring different strategies and comple-
ments of individuals., The fir.61 is social Policy research, and the second is basic
research witin-particulai7rdisciplines. The. social policy research that I feel is
needed must be interdisciplinary in nature.. All of. the policy issues and the
problenis of application of research haie to be in a- SPhei-e that takes into
account the multidisciplinary nature of tlie.issUeS. For example, to understand
social change and the role of change agents inVolves not only social psychol-
ogists but also sociol'o'gists, economists, and others as Well.: I: find. it difficult-to-
think of any social policy question that can be:solVed 'conceptually or empirt- 7.

through the efforts of one diScipline. I al:R.:fully aWarethat the concept of
interdisciplinary:research has been around .for a Iongkeirne, that has 'posed.

! Marty problems,,anddisilluSioned many. Yet; it is :difficulf.fOr me to see. -now
how solutions ca:rt:b.e' applied. to the myriad of social -prOblemS by' .Our. tradi- 73.



tional resI karch methods. It is perhaps belaboring the o_bViods to point out,
andthe jcaSiS- of -thisreport, that the approach to many of the social problems_ and

the solUtions recOmmentled require interdisciplinary-efforts.'For exarnple; the
trouble with.the evaluation. studies in much of the preschool. material is the
lack-of weighting of the influence of the .home with the school. Do. -certain
homes undo what' the school is trying to _accomplish?:How were families in
Head Start prograins studied?: Were:Certain variables selected for _study that
Would be the most promising with a_ particular- diSCiplinary orientation?

I must reiterate my belief that Variables' selected for study by 76.n.yotce7aie iby.
definition biased and outgrowths_ of one's WeltanSchauung.: The theoretical
bias of the investigator influences the conceptualization..,Thus; the Plympian
view one might have about all the gross areas that .are-.relevant for e.xarnina-
tion=the family; the parent child relationship, and so forth7-is-not sUfficient
to lead to the selection of the most relevant_variables:.0ne- could .argue then
that-by varying the individuals in a research team, the diversity thatiS sought
is thereby created. After all, PSychologistS,have been known to disagree with
each other. I think thisis more than an issue.ofindiVidualidifference.-The issue
is that the type of training received and values held leads to different concep-
tual#ations of the social realm.- In effect; this supports a strong plea .fOr
disciplinary teams to study social problerns.. .

Let me_ suggest one.. area requiring interdisciplinary investigation --the
physical health _Of family members: I am not conned by the Geritol
-believing that if you have yotir health you have everything; but Ldo.-belieV`e
that basic medical health is crucial to many of the children under consideration.
Health of family members then is one way of .defiiiing the family environment,
and we need to know the impact of this condition on subsequent activities of
Children. The view and treatment of health problems as well as the myths and
beliefs about health create an interesting netwo&k of interactionswhich call for
psychological study. We can further extend thig to the medical eaucatorthe
nurse or the physician who gets involved .by providing treatment. A team -.-
apprOaCh'is logiCal in-dealing with issues related to health. I am sure we can set
up prototypes of models we are recommending ler implementation into this-
research area. A

'Research within a diSciPline is more straightfOrward and has a tradition
that perhaps needs examination. Some of you-May argUe that-the advocacy -ofe.
research in the _traditional disciplinary fashion with the traditional -Method-
ologies is archaic and in. need of drastic Maybe' we are-in an era -cif;
Change in:social-research paradiens. My personal preference is for more diver=.
sity, with mutual interests in .laboratory as.Well as real-life_ settings: The press
should be for selecon-of appropriate and ielevant problems which
themselves will dictate the kinds- of research -paradigms that are needed. For

..example, it is clear in my thinking that we know very little the inipaCt of
-group exPerience on the deVelopment of a child's concepts of self and others,
Further, I believe that this can be studied. in a_relatively. controlled manner in a

- I
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setting that overlaps with real - life education I situations, in this case the nirts-
ery schtrol. We plan to- setup our nursery school research program With this as
an important- ingredient. I think the research paradigm 1.re are Working With
is c..iite traditional, but the novelty Perhaps is in the prolfleM selected for study_
Support for this type of -research is necessary. '1Zesearc_h granting agencies,
however, must aware of the-complexities in carrying out this type of
_activity,paxtd we\do need pOiicies which further_ rather than hinder research_ I
ag certain. that of us in this- room can to illustrations of federal

researCh_ granking-.that hinder the development' of research ia;i.

'direction and of the leveltesirecI. The nexus of the-research activity within dis-
ciplines and the social policy issueS is i in the development .of polpolicies which-are,
literally, in the service- of a research--tradition rather than in Opposition to it

Along these lines; I would-like for -adclAto our agenda consideration. of social
Policies regarding 'research. From my experience; for example, tended
to be a conservative research granting agen0, with low -risk stUdiesin terms of

-outCOmes-. I understand.their cautiousness clUe to the fear of being scapegoated
Or criticized for indiscretion or high -risk. On the other hand, 'where doesthe
support for high-risk exp.erimentation come. from? CriteAa may be altered,
esPecially. when much. of our early childhood research does have-a low risk in
the sense that _corivertional assessments tended to predoininate and.
coupled with archaic objectives. We could turn that around by -maintaining
programs that seek more Innovative ways of evaluatiop. Thusthe risk is not in.

.

the program effects but in the kind of data that is obtained_ I. am -certairrthat
m -:---any datasuch as teachers' records and children's productienswere-

~coun-sted because they c1O-Aot fit the conventional-mold.
It seems -: that we stick to such old-fashioned-and restricted methods
of evatrAa ons. , .

After reading this _comprehensive re Port and-its ex ent review of the --
research literature, I am left with the feelingat much o at is here has to be
distilled for the policyrnaker whois_ncit a social scientist: The probleth is how
to implement many of the rs.:c, ommendations. It seems, to me that-we need at
least three types of task forcfs.. . One is the action type that would work cloSely
withjndividtials who cart translate'not only the research -17tUt show some -Icind
of nractical way of working.with it For example, if research. data shows that-.
there are'some :d-eleterious -effects of day care for children- fr-grn three to six, ..
then these .ii-Cliicl.talsmust fully understand the researat, data if they intend to
influence a community.tO accerct- day care. 4rr such a it' is not only the
Policirryiakers. who-need convincing,but also:the-potential consumers who have
to be_conyinced.*at -day car will not be deleteridus for their community. This

a -good example Of,_the-dif rence in local control. In-astudy we did in an area
. of New York ate that was considered pait .of-AppSlachia, groups of parents

felt that3lay care was not functional "as,an educatiOnal medium but merely use-
ful as a- place for childien- of single parentS .whO. needed to work and- have a.

place for th-_-_r children. It was viewed as a necessary institution for a particulr 75
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class. Why? Because Such preschool children cannot profit much from going, ,

:into-an-ediic?tionilsituatiori..That is also why these same patents-felt that day
care. should not be part of. the-Public salool system but 'rather a separate com-

.., Muraty agenCy. -"-"- ;.. - -- f.-. ; : ...:-. -. -..... -- .1

. A. second tYPe of task force should be an interdisciplinary, national group
Of researchers who are monitoring the:direct..ions'rf!,seazch is taking-,--the prob-

rnles that'a-re being studied% and the gaps_ that exist. I realile that in this Period _

of knolkledge.exploSions titis is a difficult task,- but adack'o4_gordinated efforts_ -.

and informailori-sources.is obvious: I recall "viiridly,that a a rrteeAg -a ierire-,.SentaEive of a particular foundation was making a plea f a certain type of
research endeavor when some-one mentioned that such was being done under
the sponsorship of another.. governrnental..agency. Such a task force_ could be
organized is a :coirtmissiop- with a pernianent staff that would be rotated in
some prearrangAd way. I am aware of the interagency arrangements mentioned
in tlie*port here, .but-I would lik:e to 'see till's elaborated I think the savings in

4avoiding.duPliCations and redundancy rnight-Well-payforistich an arrangement
byfurthering resOarch. In addition, the- commiision would have aS:its 'charge
making--cdnta?t among 'investigators interested in the same problem or

- working in -relevant areas.. I want to -rnake'il- dear, however, that I4am note.
--advocating prOgrarnmatic.rearchinitiated by -government agencies. Yet, I- do'
.noE think that there is any set pattern here_ Research can be initiated by govern-

. ... .

ment :agencies, -individuals, or any other. source.- .

thatThetlarger issue, that rkeeds'to be dealt with by the third task force, is the

,

criteria for stipport,. the .length of support, -and the dissemination of research
.results: The guidelines followed by granting- agencies and the question of
accountability- for dissemination .and application of research results are criscial
aspects of this-issue. I see the need here for some social organization that will
deal with these issues. There are vast amounts of material in the has of
government agencjes thatare disseminated by the discretion of the inVesti-
gator. In the case of basic research within diSciplines, there are controls for dis-
sernkiation in professional journals. arrived at through personal needs for .

..rfecognitio _and university stress-.on ,p-ublication foi- :advancement_ -.But the.-_
pOlicif.-for.disseminating-imawledge to.the,relevant agencieS is a different stOry;.,

:hesemaierials are distiibuted, they are arranged in a way most useful to.
other investigators; not policyfriatcers'. Why'is there-, no continuity in federal
Plannin`i7- Is this'scime g gthin 'that can_ be changed, or is it _indigenous._ to the-
system 7 - . t

I do-. want to turn our attention to the role of professionals. Many of us
operate from a physical model of investigation ;h. which we evaluate .our,.
research in terms ofts methodology and.contribu-tion to theory-. Methodology
also involves modes of;analysis, and .We are committed to a quantifailve mode
of expressing significance. The utility of this paradigm to the-kinds of inter-.
vention research u er digcussion is a critical issue. Rather than. refer to this

76 issue as a paradigm shift, as is done in the rittort, I would like to think of this
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as a relevance shift,' a shift in the.coi have of the reality. to which
we are addressing our queStions. Foe. example, it seems to me irnpoSSible to
replicate any 'of the sOcial-eXperimerits -referred. to-in this report. Replicatiorigt .'' _

are i possible becaUse of constant change in social-. environments in Which.
th studies have been done:. Thus-we are faeed with assessins the\ytility -of`

474

one-Shot studies-. --SeCOndlY, . what are the . significiant. findings? In Large- scale ...
social _experiments such as-Wead Start what is-considered sii4ificant? Do -we.
quaritify it in, termS-of, numbers of children.helped?' Let us imagirie an experi--
ment in,reading-in which no statistical significance is found; between treatment,
groups, yet we find. that in actual numbers only five percent are helped. This
five percent may involve -thousands. Thti, if ape -is, examining theSe findings

. _
, .

from the statistical perspectives onewould tend to discount.the significanee of
the fincg-ngs. Oriihe-other hand, if one standard'Statisficil procedus .:.c...

. .
andl;vorks jusi,with percentage 4gures-of,c-hilcir-en who make gairis-or losses:in
such progiams,.. one may have another -interpretation.-Many c "ldren may be-
'affected- by-the and henee, in absolute nurnbers the r ill --r4cate
some impact;To be sure theie is always the possibility th--1:1- ferences in
scores between one-time arid another may be'clue. to aiiost_of errors (Measure-._

,-- merit, ii-lotiv- aiion", of : th-e"Childre e'tc.).. Until we can employ more ,p4ecise
mea urement and -4-t ave: confidence\ in or:- entire --operation from the point, of

-'-- irfeik: -sound. research--praCtice-; w-are'fa.edswith the problem' f StringencY-
basic;

. . - ,

I now return. -to' my. point. We have- a- apptdach---using -'our
_._

wiS-d-om and exaMining.idata fromTmany-perspectwesto solve a social pi:oblem-
--, , . . .

tir - researdi a-pproaches..In this-way we
Us-arrd also increasing our. knowledge

charieeare,that_iiie crude measures and-

while: simultaneously 'employing
are dealing with the problems-bef
base. I wouldvtiture to say that t

.the sources of error in measurement -anife_Xecutiori of research may not bectiasz_
far apart_ I suppose I believe thitchildreri are ,bound.teArtake some construc-

.

tive gairts'in otir:prograMsancl-that inspection of the_reSults from
_ difference- go in t of view -will: -provide us 'with more- eiripiric4esuPpor.t. thin. 1.54
currerAl the case with e use-of analvtic--fools.geared- prOleabilit3i .models

.arid*.tO-g. up data.
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And ;low we have the four - volume Federal Programs for. Young
Re-aiezo, and Recommendations. ,T..n 1967; it: was the report of the Ploident's
'Task. ForCe on Early Childhood- Development, then the 'report of the biter
agency Task Force on Children... ere..---ere the _reports of the White. House -
Conference on-Children- and o Joint Commission on the Mental Health of
Children_ A. report is due. in- the National -'ReSeareh :Council's Aavisory
Committee on Chird,Dev Anent, and thereport :of the Carnegie Council on. .

Children shotildbe-foi- cirriing.:Offices. of the-:federal-goVernment have com7-
missioned rePorts '-(e . Bronfenbrenner 1974), groups convened by state

_:- governments have reports, and still- other efforts on behalf of children
een sugpo-r Priv-ate foundations McFadden 1972). Interested

.:groups halm heal the results of their- investigations and deliberations
-- e:g.1.---Keysetli gag .

- -

All this a yity during the past seven or "eight years -as been devoted to the
1,zeloping public policy forsifEgiarns dealing with young 40_1-

. Highly .competent. groups have been assembled to 'cliScuss the issues and _--
- "review the --research: 'New studies have been. commissioned.. Opinions of A-.

..:broAci array cif-:escperislhaye been .obtained: Theaiumber of-PageS of _acquired
-, evidence. and has mounted into the thbusandi.:BUt in reading 'theie
published.repOrtS,' one is overCornerby the feeling. of 417a vi For the most part.

. e

they say the same things:. The need's of the 'nation's young- children are
. tieing met. Many young children are not, gettiri dequate health care; they are

. not receiving a satisfactory diet; and they arJnOt":beingeXposed..tO -the kinds-of-..
environmental stimulaticfn that are belieVed to result in sound psychological:
development. -6CorrixneridatiOns of ally reports have COMMOii thenies: delivery:
services m improved, a broader network Of-Child care facilities sh'ould be
;established,. and Parents'ShOuld :be- involved in prograntS that interv-ene-..in

7 . 7 7 a,

-1-ierel,hasvot ,12eeii:,-aclearth of sensible:recOmmendatiOns'emerging from
these commissions and task forces. There has seen repeated failure in translat-:
ing these recommendations into action. Although a great deal of rnoneymany.
hundreds of thousands of dollarshas been expended oiitorrimissions; .cOrn-
.mittees, and councils, the early childhood scene has changed very little since
the first repdet was-issued. Budgets have noikeen increased; the number Of

_

dren served remains more or less the same; there have been no notable: innova-
tions in.health care or in services to children of:disr-upted or:distressed .familieS.

After finding that reports, year after year, come up with the:sax:tie argu-
ments and yield similar recommendations, one gains some understanding of
the skepticism that is sometimes expressed over the utility 1.1ch reports.
Critics may be comet in suggesting that action ona.prdrrits best delayed by

,

78 commissioning another report. Will this report pnicluce a difference in federal

-.



"programs for children? I doubt it. And I dazbt that the reports' of the Advisory
Committee on Child Development or the t:arnegie Council will have any
impact either, unless these groups face the painful question of how to create
mechanisms that transform proposals into legislation. We do not need more
relports. We do need to se_ e that something is done abolit the reports that have

irbeen published or are in preparation.
eloping public policy and translating it into political action is not *some-

thing with which persons in child development or early childhood education
have had_iitich experience. Only in the past few yearswith the Surgeon Gen-
_erars Scienblic AdVisory Committee on Television and ,Social Behavior and
legislation dealing with child cafehave .aCadeinicians and practitioners been
-confronted with questions that have important political -implications- Ways-
must be found in which ,the-child developrnent specialist and/ the political
activist, can' combine -their talents to create' legislation that 1;4.ra-improve_ thee>
lives of our children. 7 -1'

We need to look for help-in political adion and we also need4o. examine
.more critically the kinds of recommendations that can-be made on the basis-of
current research-- The theme I would like to develop is that we need .to-reexam-
ine the basis on which experts have been making recommendations concerning
intervention ''prograrris for children. Presumably.; the recominendations are
derived fpm evaluations of various- intervention project:S. Writers of various:
reports have adVised that-caution-be exerted' in-interpreting the resi.ilfs 'of some
of the stlicie's. As described in this rePort; --the evidence said to be "limited`
,andargumentative." Neveitheless; theloint:iS[rita de that the recoMmendations
have emerged from and been. modified by the festhiS of research. From my
point of view-, the" ftblishedeviderice offers not-merely limited bases -for mak
ingreconimendations, it offers us rio satisfactory basis for recommending one
form of intervention over another, one program over another, = or one curric--
-ulum over another. In my view, solid conclusions cannot be drawn from*this
research for--the following reasons:

We do not know eno about the characteristics of the populations into
whose lives we are intervening;

2. We .know 'next to nothings about the manner in which the intervention was
carried out

3. We do not know much of anything about the consequences of intervention .

except.a.s it influences the IQ score.

What do I mean when I refer to "characteristics" of the populations studied?
My major *concern is that we have been far too prone to consider disadvantaged
children as -(a theme that has been developed by others in other con-
texts) and disadvantaged adults as-retarded.. This has een a proCedural prob-
lem throughout the past 40 years of intervention resear d, unbelievably, it -7



persists in stUdies'today. We Still are giving standard IQ iesfs and making judg-
ments of retazdation of mothers without sufficient basis for doing so--An
example is the Heber project in Milwaukee, where all of the_____rnothers were
black.- Why do we persist in giving IQ tests-to individuals-fOr whOm the tests
have never been standardized? How can.We continito, characterize-parents or
children on'the basis of inappx-Opriate4est-scores?,The influence of intervention
can be Oterpreted only when we can specify with much greater .precisiZit the
intelleci. ual, social, and -,cultural characteristics of the individuals who have
been sUbjected to the intervention.. Conclusiong about the effects of an inde-
pe dent variable_ must, be qUalified\according to the types of individuals for
.Whom the variaOle does and does not have an effect. it is doubtful' that there is
any form of intervention that Will have -equal effeCts\for all children.

A second reason.; believe we -liave nyde-little progAss in understanding -te
processes involved in intekventiorects since the 1930s is that we do AMC.
_know what-goes on in: intervv-tin studies. Lel pis lOok at Levenstein's Verbal.
InterAction _Project as an eXar4PlejIt is-conclude )a±at improvement in intellec--.

functioning in Young ..children can 'ke produced by Verbal. interaction-, -betii,reen mother and-child around dOgnitively challenging tasks...But we_have
absolutely r no idea Of what theie mothers did with their-children; We know.

_ that -a toy demonstrator came to the home 30-:-odd tintes-to shosz howimOther
-,andrchild could -intact in play with interesting toys-and books.We have no

.10
ainformation-about :what=the-mothers. then did with their children for no obser-.--

VationS of the mother-child interaction were made. Solid con fusions about_
intervention can be. .niade only when we.know what Was.-done.- The published

. literature does not contain a single prO' grafn in 'w-Thich- there_ is careful documen-
tation of :what actually went on .during the/t-ourse of the program; There are -

:" bits Of-teacherLcliild Conversations, giii7-deS for -cdrricula, and lists of materials,

r
but- in no cases; have extensive. dbServ-ations been made o

.

Course ofithe intervention:'
Arto er example_. We are cold that structured

t'raditiOnal curricula, but never is an opei:atio'ttal definition given "of-precisely .

what is(done_in executing, the two curricula. If the cognitively oriented Curria:-
arluriz- is-show.n to produce certain chitcornes, is it 'because- of,a.p'articialar aspect:'
of the curriculum, becauseteachers have had to spend more time in preparation;:
because the curriculum is presented more coherently? If the personal-social

curriculum produces :certiain --outcomes, is it because the -children are more

e dak-to-day.
. .

cults :are- better Thari

relaxed in the presence24 adults, because they "carry: their lessons over into the.
concrete operations of3lay, because the teachers use more frequent- social rein-
forceMelitt Until we know what was donewhat the inde-pendent variables
Werethe studies must, be" -considered -loose demonstration studies, studies of
the co-relation-between:the goals defined by the investigator and the measures

s aie-igiwhich-attribution- of effects
hart...Correlational -statements are

taken at the end of the study, rather than
can be made. To be convincing, causal rathe

0--necessary. . ). ). .-.-
. .

1.



.A third reasctn' why solid conclusions cannot. be drawn .from existing
.reSearch concerns .outcome Measures.-We know prartiCally, nothing about the
outcomes of intervention, except, as intervention influences the IQ score.. Con-:
tinued reliance on the IQ is unsupportable_ The. merit of IQ-tests is that they
yield.scoreS that are objective. and "reliable, but professionals Who hikre. spent -

their lives working with yOung'children have nevtr looked at improvem'ent .J7
IQ scores as the measure by which they wish their accomplishuctents: to be
judged; Grade school teachers. do not consider. their Year a success.ky if they
raise their IQs. Yet-change in IQ haS-beemsingleclout in-stu of inter-li
yention as the index of success. This is a misleading goal,z andlit is ccompanied7
by, several serious problems....

. . .

1. many reports.. there is a. failure. to keep in that the results 'Can be'.
deScribed only interims of theIQ.score. Though. we Would -like to be "dealing,
with intelligerice;.CognitiVEgains; development when we
the intelligehce test as our only d.ePendentmeasure, -the-IQ sc., cis -all .we are
talking about.

. .

2: Here is a true-paradox. Strong argumentS have beert_niade-thaNthe not .

a 'fixed index, but Varies with _ the child's: physialo6cal. .and "ex-perienfial
.status. In other wordi, the -IQ is a labile-chaiactei-istid. We.are:pleaSed---TeVhen-.

-.an-interention results in increases in the IQ, but-we arm :willing to, --

COndeffin"..preschoprograms; Head Start, or whatever when, upan, the
withdrawal of the positive experiences, the IQ goes down.-We cannot have

. ar.it both wayslabile when it goes up; but fixed after it is up. Does
l'fprovement Menial age at one period in.the life imply that the rate

mental -deVeloPment is increased forever after4

3. IQ tests.were created to predict the child's potential fol- achieving in school.'
The IQ score in itself is of no great-intrinsic value, but it becomes of interest
as' it increa-ses- our effectiveness in predicting, other 'aspecti of the child's
behavior. What meaning do_ increases in IQ- have, then;..unless they are
accompanied by changes in other characteristics of the child? Data seldo,m
are available from intervention studies to answer this question.

4_ The IQ is a composite score, representing the child's performance on an array
of items requiring different types of ability. Are all these abilities equally
affected by the intervention, or is there a differential effect on memory, vo-

.

cabulary, general information, the ability to carry out instructions, or logical
thinkinthe abilities tapped on different items within the tests? Thestudies
can be criticized not only for depending so heavily on "IQ but also for '-

failing to present, more exhaustive analyses of What even these tests--reveal.

5. Finally, 'why do we continue to give IQ test's to children for whom.the-scores
are invalid? We establish a standardization population `arid -assUrne, that the. ..

test scores of.children can be compared to those of the SfandaidiiationiroUp.

.



if the children have comparabl language taCkgrounds, experie ces, and
motivation: Current tests were standardized on whitenative-born, English-;
speaking children, and it is only for these children that we' can offer a Corn-.
mor(interPretation 69Q SCOres.

Here, then, is my major criticism of the report. Despite what,is said recom-.
Mendations of this report (and of all the other reports) car not be deiiVed from
research data What-we have so far in the published literature on early child-
hood intervention are deinonStratiOn rather tharL.r esearch projects. :The pro-
jects demonstrate the feasibility of various types of intervention but give no
more than fragmentary' and'restricted pictures of the process and consequences
of intervention: As a result, recominendationS have been. made on general
knowledge about child development; experience with childrenand common
sense: research on intervention has been pulled oi.it:to illustrate. points -
writers'Wish to emphasize, rather than providing the objectiVe basis on which
the recommendations were made in the first place...

This could be: an;-accePtable7procedure, except for the fact thatit places
persons following such an approich in_an extraordinarily vulnerable PoSition.'.
The use of inexact data to Support one point of view permits other persons to
use their inexact. datsa to .support alternative positions: COngresSmen -can!-be
excused for accepting retiorts ofjgrge-scale evaluation projects that "prove"

supported, when earlier the (6en of funds toiinifiate the programs was .

..programs such -as Head Start lave and should not be

justified .With'iqually flimsy evidence. . -" : ,3.

Why do we pretend to, behave like scientists: when,' instead, we can behave:
' likinforined, decent 'Men and wOnien7 We know, a great dealibont Young
children, and there are many knowle'dgeable persons in the natiofi capable of

.
making wise comments about conditions that foster sound development in
early childhood. Are such comments necessarily inapproprigg bases for devel7'

oping publicpolicy? There is no scientific evidence that the expenditure of over
S80 on defense will have the effects that this staggering amount of
money is supposed to produce. Legislators have been willing to accept informed
opinions in making such appropriations. Perhaps legislation will move along
More rapidly iwe were to relyfor the present orb informed opinion rather
than inadequate research.

-There is no reason why satisfactory research cannot be conducted. What
will be needed are adequate funding '(something that never has existed in this
field) and the concentrated effort of some of the nation's ablest research talent.
To accomplish this, federal agencies must realize that the best conditions for
research do not exist when contracts are signed iilepterriner with final repo-rts.. 7-

. due in April, or when questions of the most profound complexity are presented
for solution on budgets d.S30;000 a year. I

For now there should.be no more effoits to sort thAugh bits and pieces of
2 . the intervention research. We.can accomplish more if We seek means of getting



action 6n recorn
to desig- n resear
Lions we pose.-

.
. . .- . 1

mendations for :which there is great consensus and if we begin
that is callable of giving richer answers to some of the ques-.
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Jules. Richmond used to tell .a story ..about a Mother whale training her yOung.
pup to swim... After she.had taught him _all . the .'rnovements she reminded hirn:..
that the thing that she now was. about to teach: him Wa§ the most important:
'When you co e to the top of the water to surface and spray or spout off,
that's.wh ou_are most likely to.get harpooned.' In a sense we have put. this -1
report at e top of. the*water and it is being harpooned in that vulnerable posi-
:tiOn. In arizin,gZthe four. preceding Commentaries- and the subsequent"

- discUssion, is clear that one of the things scholars are good at is criticizing
each other. yt.7/j''cxsi-- ticiz zed White's- report rather, severely. We May, howevett,,::.
have taken someof the printed words-more seribuly than they, were intended.

There is 7 truer story that I also ought to tell -before summariiing the pro-
Ceedinecis. One. of the elder statesmen of the field of eriucatioria- 1. measurement, -and catio,nal research has said that he has been struWing with.-the task of

. .

trying to make sense out of the-last 25 years Of, educatial. research. He had
begun this tagWwith a great deal of enthusiasm and had written his first several,
chapters and felt rather good., But when he approaChed the chapters where he .

,was: supposed to begin- to distill the things. thit: had been :learned. from.
leciiiCational research, he was thrown into a-depression. He was frustrated and
depressed because when he looked for defin' itive.findings: they simply were not
there. He ended up deciding that pOrhaPs in his -later years he- should become
an educational; philosopher rather than an ,educational researcher .because it ._
may E*.:11-1at with. the complexities of huma l particularly:. one
considers them in thg variety of social contexts in whia.they exist and develop;
one has to be more. reflective than quantitative, that the. elegance of research .
may not speak as intelligently to these problems as we used to thin Here,
most of us agree. White himself made the point that the ...Strategies We depend ...:
on so heavily pro'15ably-dettend to inform and probably do help'u. ahl(d'give Us
sotne guidance, but they do not provide r..iS-with as Clear. answers -as so le_ of us . -":

used to think&anct as some of. the peOple_WhO turn, lo..us.-for aniviers evidently
-,-
stilL-..think"::,..., - -:- . :-:

' 7-Amost every cotOrent fa i i t.s q: u. a f f ic_aliofis biexfensionspr adap ta:. tio. ns-'
but it- appears that -this report- suffers in some ways from its lack of attention to
the role of culture or cultures. When one looks at the problems of education or84 the problerns -Of child *develeprnent,-- attentiop is call& -to: the face.thatOne...of, .._-.- ,

.



the things that has been 4 terribly important influence on child development
has been the changing role of women. We do not see much, if any, attention
.given to that social/cultural phenomenon against Which. some of the findings
and the probleins with which we are concerned will. have to be evaluated..

Neither does the repoft look at the.fact that the function- of childhood has
Changed in our society. In an earlier period there was greater emphasis on bear-

.

ing more children; they were.an asset. In the current period we think of them in
terms of their cost, and to Many childbearing is-thoiaght of as a kind of con-
sumer luxury. The shift from considering children as assets and childbearing as .

'alrhost a Moral gesponsibiLity to childbearing as a moral irresponsibility is a
phenOnienon thatweneed to be aware of and sensitive to It has beertsuggested.
that _these issues be included in our analysis.. of poliCy for children: .

We are also reminded that the report tended to be evaluative or, if not value; .
free, its concernWith Values was not . Yet if one reads die report care-
fully, the focus of .helping youngsters catch up with the middle class is clear_
"The repctrt verk'clearly supports ,individualization, taking seriously the needs -

Of children and the many adaptations in-meeting their rieedS. It seems to'refl.ect
the patience with or growing tolerance of pluralism as aphenornenon. Yet these
values are not made explicit and these values do influence what happens and
the effectivenesS of what happens.-Many:alsg feel that there is a problem in the
report, as well as in the field, that relates to the paradoZ of adaptation:, the fd,czt-'
that as youngsters develop -and respond to :-their environments, they also
influence their environments. And 'what iS.even more important and was much
discussed is the fact that even- though We.are reasonably, well-convinced that
youngsters are uniquely adaptive and that this capacityfor-adaptation4-s, one
of the unique chara_cteristiCsf huMan organisms, the things- that we have one
to deliberately:gliide that adaptation, the things we have done to try to educate
and to shape: development; seem to-be relatively ineffective

is not:Clear though that we have been as ineffective in achieving. the pur-
poses of education as was argued. Given the purposes served by,edtication, we
may have been relatively effective in achieVing the things that society &ants of
eduiationa point to be discussed later.- It may be -that society is not as seri-
ously :committed to some of ttheT.goals of education that we .'-espouse "for;
society. The problem may lie ttiatwe'are noineffectie in. doing-what so'ciety
really, wantsv4ut we are ineffeCtive in _doing._ the things thai:. logic and good
sense and decency tell :Us that society ought to be Wanting.

At another.pOint itwas suigested tha.I.rylooking:at the
kinds of inputs, the kinds of treatment that are available to yOungsters through.
the prOgrains that we have studied here, -we may be eXarnining a phenomenon
that is at the periphery of the diyelopmental process rather. than at the center
of it. P'ut in a different way,-it may be that ethication and obi, fOrmaI -interven-

.

tiOn in =the nie deelOPMent of youngsters may not work in sufficiently crucial and
critical waYs, for the intervention to result in, the outcomes that we. think are
impoitant.' We criticized thre lack of attention to politics ani?eConorriicS in the

.
a
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report; but that research tends to be apolitical, acultural, and developed with
little attention to the social conteic-ts in which the treatments occur. And we
repeatedly fqund ourselves saying that in the absence of a. serious concern for
the context in which these things occur (what I like to call the ecology of human

o.' or even the ecology of institutional .development); we may be
dealing with an insufficiently broad range of the input variables. So if one is
not studying the political economy of education at the same: time. with- techno-
_logical problerhs of education or the delivery of educational interventions, one,
may -not have a broad enough range of the variabolevthat are involved in educa-
tion to ccurately claim to have taken into account the important variables.

Now despite the criticisms_of this sort, there were 7kany-whb felt that White
and his associates had done- a: Useful. job; that is, the variety of studies he
plo,Wed through. tried to understand, and drayed insights from were useful in
_helping-us to seez:rrhere we are with respect to theNstate Of the art in 'research
and evaluation technologx.and with respect to the insights that we cart draw
from this body of"sz:tata. But it also led us to suggest that if w tre to find mean-
ingful answers to the questions- that really trouble us, about childhood, child
development, and education, will need to go'beyOnd these kinds of studies.

There is a need for assessment-of processes with an ecologic approach. It
haw- en mentioned that some feel we are tinkering with peripheraAl institutions;
thaNg, education on the level of preschool, eleMentary, or secondary may not
be as essential to the procesSes of development as we think. It may not be as

-.irrfportant-a; some other aspects of the" life experience.' Attention was drawn to
the fact that data gathering is important but mentationthinking about :those
datais re-v*rt tore important; talk aboU tthe data cannot be substituted for talk
about what th' data means and its implicationswhat the consequences are for
institutions, individuals, and- society- and the consequence's- that flow froth- .

knowledge applied in certain ways.' Do we miss-the forest' through the trees?
Frequeritly we have been reminded that we have an even greater respopsibil-

ity to use our wisdom when applying -the finding ..of science and thlt the applica;
tion of quantitative data simply is not eholigh. In Fact, it has been suggested that
given `our 14riipr'essions of the limitations of our fields, an .alteruitive strategy
may be to bring together informed, decent, intelligent people to share their-

- experiences and wisdom in making ji;dgmenks that lead to policy decisions.
not believe that this alternative strategy Can be-'offered as a consensus, but there
may be some of us, who think, however, that -this :strategy Might be more pro-.
ductive tha-pirthe;Pursuit of-research, given the present status of research in the
behavioral and social sciences. Other rnemb-gis of the group 'may feel that there:
is still room for, and-certainly hope that, evaluative research and other research
strategies cal" _deal inIVIligently. with policy issues. :What' his -been _suggested
repeatedly during theselMeetings and is probably one of the best strategies at the._
Thorrient.is Lo consider More systematicrally the knowledgetansil information we
have available about the PrOblems which confront us and depend less, on the

8 researcher-or-07.e evaluator-tip give us "'answers- to Policy questions.



We have agreed that to expect any study to supply the definitive answer is
viong: We have also agreed that the expectation is based upon mistaken
issurnPtions. In this connection we covered some of the ,functions and prob-
ems involired in evaluation-and research and agreed ,that, in the absence of.
Wore refined research and evaluation technology,. there is something to be
;ained from the examination'of many studies that deal-with the same problem,
'tit in different ways and with different- variables; When we begin to find
rencls_:anil_congruencies.in_ these_ even. though these studies have their
veaknesses, we may be reasonably safe in drawing inferences.from' them: Yet
;mile are still Uncomfortable with that g that if the studies were--
lot good, then the data is_ not good, and therefore anything drawn. from them
nay be inappropriate or-weak. I am reminded of-Hebt;'s reference to e col-
eagne who asSerted,"Anything that's not worth doing,. is not worth -doing
Nell." Soine of us might argue that if you have-lousy studies, then there is- no
point in gathering ittein.-up: and trying to make sense out of them. But there.
nay be others who feel that trends apparent in a large body of research On the
>ame issueS mayt be useful in making policY decisions.

_ome attention was given to the apparent ineffectiveness of research in
:hese areas and to -the fact that we are not yet able to definitely -associate spe-
fic treatments with Specific- outcomes. Some view it as itx:agic that- so -much

noney and time have been spent on studies like those reviewed here only to.
incl.that they tell us relatively little. Other; are less pesSirnistic and -feel that all
Df the work -has rLot'been for haUght.Zhe.investments -of effort and money do
-effect professional- and national. co4cern. The level of Questions posed for
study .has been.,ra.ised, interesting leads have been uncovered, and some new-Di-on-using directions have been identified. We are better' prepared to study
::5-rne of the problems today than we were 10 years aio. For example, in dis-
:ussirtg the weaknesses of this research, Our attention has been repeatedly

:to- the fatt "that much of this research focused, on the -IQ--or-K2-related---------
Dutcornes when there are many other outcomes to 1.?e expected from the treat-
rrients.that are involved in these many studies. A p t of the problem may be
that we.have been insufficiently sensitive-to-the wide
and unappreciative of some of the Outcomes simply because_
-:or them or do not know ho_ W to measure them.
!7--It'Was suggested that we have been harmed by a mechanistic approach to
research_ With regard to the

-
affective domain, we have developed rather

elegant strategies for' experimerital research and have insisted on following
Drily those Strategies. Similarly, we may be caught .up in the validative 'z'

don of research, which has caused us to be inattentive to the many_cateiotis
)f variables and relationships that could be studied; the strat
atilized in validative research (hypothesis testing) have -nide'
ion to -dialectical relations between variables. Inlor
,ve must: impose the kind of 'controls and rigoro
ialidatic;n, yet in sterilizing the conditions anc:risolat

Et

ations in outcomes
e are not looking

tten- _
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essary- for
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may exclude or ignore the very sources through which understanding might be
poSsible..It may be that what should be. examined are not unitary and isolated
dependent and independent variables, but clusters and -patterns of-Variables in

. continuous dialectic interaction. My colleague, Esposito, and I have referred to '
this as the study of the dynamic blending of variables.. The study of such
blending cannot- be dependent upon regression analysis in which the
.cumulative impact of multiple variables is progressively summed. We must'

,_____seek proceclgre.Y4hich elucidate the_ mechaniSms_ by_Which_ rrkultiple yariables_L
_, function to produ-ce differential effects.

The problem here is that we simply do not knOw how to do that kind of
research. We do not know. holy 'to study such complex social- phenomena
where so. many variables are _operating, where a single variable may in one

- instance be 'dependent- variable and in anotheranindependent variable: Since
the position is.constantly changing, we haVe: tended to try to.pull ourthe vari-
able, the crucial Variable, or look for the relationShip between a couple of the .
variables. Even in our= more sophiStfcated research, where. we try to ascribe
weights to multiple variables through regression analysis, those regfesSiori
analyses tend to produce 'arithmetic progressions when the reality of the-rela-
tionships being studied probabi3N involves algebraic progresSions: Wehave.notprogressions:
developed strategi for studying thoSe interactions in ways that r_ eflectwhat`-

:- -may be the e n. ure of the relztionships.
.

- -,Thus the things we have tiastuay may be far more complex than the strategies_
that are currently available. And:this kind of research is terribly costly. Someone

..estimated that n-/any of the -Studies included in White's report .Cost less than
550,000. Obviougly, some of them cost several hundred thousand_dollars, but
the point being made was that the money available for,evaluatiora and research
has often been too _little or was applied in insufficient concentration-to enable
good- IA/or . This issue was debated: SOrne claimed that the amount of money is --
not the pr ern but that conceptualizational teamologris the problem. Others

__

have argued t there is a negative correlation, between increased costs_ and
quality Of the research: We were also remindedhat we have problems related-to
the nature of the commitment to evaluative research and the qualitY of people
;available to Conduct i.E_My-own_position_dra_ws on all of these arguments. There
clearly are some questions that can be studied inteffigfitty-with-very limited

-,:-..--

funds. SoMe good research was obviously condticted before- any of -us- even
dreamed of the 5500,000arid__51,000;000---:reseaich- grant. There can be no .

..questionestiOn_abotat the ii-Rportance of.cOmMitment and the importance of power
and techno-logy applied to these problems. But if we are talking about action
research--i.e., evaluation research in live-settings,.where we take into account

-theecolOgy of the phenomenaas well ast1-*_-_clynamie blending of variables.--we
are not talking about lOw-cost, ogre i lit studies: The kind Of<Serious work that :

is implicitly and-explicitly called for l cos money.- .

88 Some of the specific recommendat this report were discussed during
80 the "confeience. Fo' example, it.was rec mende hat preschool programs be



limited to the handicapped and disadvantaged, children. It appears that this.
recommendation, grew out of the-concern forcoSt efficiency, One of the com-
mentators suggested that this recommendatiCin assumed. that 1)Se who spe-,
n'alize in special education know what itis all about...In other ords, he_was_
5uggesting.Ehat this_field arld its technology-may be no better-thaii-the technol-
Dgy ofany:other areiof.eduCation-and,-therefoie, recommending: concentra-
tiiitn on any area may biinappropriate without an examination of the quality
Df:developm _

Another problencrelated to this 'recOmmenclation,. understandable as its
FiScal-rationale-maY its posSible Confribution to the further segregation.
and stigrnatiZationtOf handicapped; loW-income, and minority-group children. -
Dne of the 'disadvantages 6-f tbe. Head Start and Title I efforts is that by law '-
these ,programs, must gerye only or primarily the target populations, and in
5erving them,- tne programs tend to isolate and stigmatize the partimpants. Yet
3 gtrategy that focuses on-all children is likely to result in the neglect of. the
special. concerns of-those most in 'need_

. The report alSo suggests that-structured programs appear more effective than-
mstructured programs_ This. is an .observation 'that many have .asserted; but
nost of us will acknowledge that there is no.definitive,evidence on the subject.
liven more important is that there may be other variables involved- in structured
reatrnents than just the fact of structure. In other words;:if the program is highly
:tructured, it may be that teachers spend more time in preparing for its delivery,
,r_tfiey understand it more,, or that something else is associated with the fact

at it is more structured. The reconiMendatiOn 'S'ounds..colloqUially good,
>ti_ t one must be reminded that it is a recommendation dictated by the data.

These 'criticisms of the .repcitt's recomMendations were made before the
author had a chance to addreSS the group and to put these recommendations
nto context. Upon doing so, he called our attention to the fact- t)at after he
lad reviewed the e5cisting.data, he found they were not as directly helpful as
inticipated. He actually had to -take the leap that some have-suggested is essen-
ial to policymaking in this field. Taking the knowledge available,' personal
mperience, the_best available data, and applYing.some.solid thought and jildg7
Tient; he hoped to arrive at the wisdom upon which to draw conclusions a

policy recommendations_ In effect then, White said that in the. construc-
iorr of the report, although the recommendations look like they grew out of
he clata,They actually grew otxt of experience in dealing with the data and,
pore importantly, his thought about the data and his ex-periences:.It was never
:laimed that these recornmendations are; --justified .solely on the baSis of the
7eport's data.

The recominendation calling for 'greater attention tgindiyidUaliiation was
also crit ed. -While we are increasingly aware of individual' differenc,cs, our-
reatmen MethodolOgieS have. not been varied *sufficiently. to- deal even with.'
existing kn Wledge.- It appears. that greater'atiention rt to be shieri to
ndividual fferences and ho the fact that we do not have cient treatment 89
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variants. Possibly, ft.'s:time to 1) examine individual differences more fully, 2)
understand them better, and, 'Hopefully, 3) generate, ways. of designing more
appropriate treatments.' . .

In our discussions, we attacked but never resolved the controversy_ of
whether definitive evaluations leading to policy decisions can actuallybe made.
Some feel that programs can be studied in-such a way as to inform pOlicy.
Most would agree that if the informing process must be viewedas definitives

-completely authentic,--we are noNv-here-near :being capable of:cleliVering those
kinds of answers. But there are informed leads, some 'good hunches, and some
wise- advice that can be provided on the basis- ,of existing evaluation and
research data. Ih this connection, I am reminded again of Hebb who talks
about .the function Of theory. He.suggests that theories are not to be accepted.
_as the final word cast in concrete," expected' to exist forever. Theory iAimplY to:
be used Theorygives one ihandle for tackling-a.pro.blem. It provides a frame=

to V'iew a: problem_ And for the good practitioner, and
certainly the goocrresearcher, we are always concerned with disproving the
-theory, or reformulating it and raising it to a higher level of conceptualizati

terms of existing evaluation and research strategies for informing poll
if One takes our finding our "conclusions, and our advice as tentative,
guides for.urrent pra es, but not necessarily as guides for eternal practices,

....this is-a reasonable' e ectation and use of ur work: That is, we can suggest
-where we' area vd what our best bets area e moment, but the process of
knowing is a continuously evolving process, an e we will be next week
or next year or five years from now is likely, to be different frorn.where we are
at the present time.

The last point to be made on the subject comes from a -note I made for
myself as I was listening to: the discussion_ We sometimes forget, when we are
looking for tools for research and evaluation, th-at the brain is also a research.
tool* I havenot associated the previouscomments with individuals, but this is
one point that Ur-ie Bronfenbrenner 'made so frequently that I have to identify -
it with him. He repeatedly reminds us that the fancieSt research and evaluation
strategies arid the best data can only e us so far_ In the final analysis. we are
professionals and researchers and rust ,apply some brain power; informed
judgment, and common sense in or ex' to understand and to arrive at policy
recommendations_

One final reservation cited was the faCt that it proceeds from a base of sheer
rhetoric with respect to what school is all about. And that rhetoric may not
correspond to the reality of what schools are today. It may be that schooling
involves many more things than the ways in which it is commonly perceived.

,It certainly is in part _related to' the money spent, or the kind of equipment that,
is available,-the nature of the cUrriculum, the nature of the teacher; the nature
of'reacher-pupil interactionsall those in-school things. There are, in addition,

s:

out-ofl-school phenomena which also must be considered.. There is the -matter
9Q of what the experience represents to the people who are involved in it, which _

8-,



nay-be different from what it represents to the people who decide to sponsor
t, or the people who deliver services to it,--or, those of us who observe 'and-
;tudy it. Then, finally,. there'-'are social contexts in whiCh 'education. and
revelopme I experiences occur. What are the purposes for which these ser=
rices, these expert ces,;are made avail ble to the children? It is possible that
hese contextual variables may be ore important, may be more powerful
Ieterrninants of the effectiVeness of schooling, than are the formal inputs.

_An . anthropologis t,_Anthony_W.allace, _has _written_ abou t_ the . functions of.____ _ _

;c3looling hi :societies .4.n different phases of development: He defined these
societal phases as revolutionary, conservative, and reactionary and defined
he.functions of schooling as relating to the development of intelleFt, morality,
Ligl of skills-or techniqueS. He suggested that depending:ori the phase through
'Mich the society passing, the priority -given to these 'functions shifts, A .

its':revolutibitarY phase may:give greater attention to the 'develop'-
rtent.:of morality (human values arct. oppOrtunities) and intellect (knoWledge
nd underkandirig) and':neglect the deVelopment of skills (teehr_ical- knOw-
low); One may. read purpose into these .diffefent emphases, btit my .point in
ming:the reference is to carry the conceptions.beyond the point where Wallace .

lexefoped thein. To be maximally effective, one would anticipate congruence
,etween the societal purposes of education and the learner's purposeS. But .:
earners 'of certain subgroups --may not be in the same phase of develop:hint as
he mainstream of the society. Consequently, priorities with respect ito the
unctions of education may differ not only between societies" but -for/groups
within a society.. If the purpose of schooling is to train people in skill/develop-
tient and that is their purpose for attending school, it is.likely that school's will
1,6 a- reasonably effective job. But if the -recipients of that service are more
:oncerned with moral development or intl ectual development /the fact that
he recipients have one set of values and go is with respect to/`schooling and
he society has another set brings about a kin of conflict that will interfere
vith the effectiveness of the process itself. There Must be a congruence between
he purposes that society assigns to educatio and the piiiposes which have
:leaning for the persons who are the bene - - es of that education.

We began here by calling att to the fact that this report gave insuffi---
ient attention to the culttiral, onomic, political, and social contexts in which
hild development and eduskition exist in this country. We discussed the limita-
ions of evaluation and research technology which prevent us from effectively .

ailvrning publie policy based-on these data. We criticized and pointed to a few
erections in which new work might begin-. We stressed the importance of
tilizing thought and judgnient as instruments of understanding. And .we come
,ack to the point where we began. To. try to: understand phenomena indepen-.-
ent_of their situational and purposive contexts- results in limited understanding
nd may- result in futile effort.

Art
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,,.. I want to address three different points that were brought to minda, by the
report and our -discussions of it. --

1. Some factors which I think; and the people we-:work :with, in poliCyrnals,
seem to think, are affecOACcl-ila'deveIOpinent:POlicy were not discussed
the report and-do -need, our atteron. ,,

.2. Some general -questions having Policy implications are raised by the co
-a and methodology -of the report and require further examm n'atio.--,

.

3. Some specific practical implementation questions being asked by poli
--.%rnakers' could perhaps be discussed at greater length,at this kind of a forum.

We-haVe spent a great deal of time criticizing this four-volume report. I am_
sure a lot of the criticism is justified, but I also think that it really. is a very
important Contribution. There is a great deal of informatioq in this report that
people .who make policy decisions mould like to get their hands on. The health
sections,- for example, might be particula-rly useful. I would be interested in
knowing more about the HEW policy of distributing this report. WhO has
received it? Who is going to receive it?

There are several major factors that I think really do influence the kinds of
policy that are being made irCchild development across the country. The first is
that although this report was directed toward federal -programs and federal
planning; I think the action really is going to in the states. It will not be in
the federal government for a variety of reasons. Some of you can put your
finger on such things as revenue sharing, decentralization of HEW, the unlikely

. prospect, at least this year, of any new federal legislation. Related to this is a
concern in. the states and in the Office of Child Development as to how services
should be. delivered in the states. The whole question of the mechanism for
planning and coordinating programs will directly affect these programs. What,
for-example, should be the role of the schools? Are we justified in -setting up
delivery mechanisms which, as they tend to be doing, bypass the schools? As
you lcnow, some 17 states have set up state offices of child development, most
of :which are not in state departments of eduCation. Some cities, have the
equivaleni.- While this is happening, there -are, however, . no agreed -_upon
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riteria-ro .rneasuring the capacity of states or any other unit of government-to
-tHese services. The Office:of Child Development is interested in this

roblern, l*t at the moment wedo sibt have criteria for measuring-capacity or
or planning methods to .build: thatcapacity...I mink that this ,,,find-- of: issue is .
elated to the discussions.thath:oie and will take pla in COngresk-about pTime
prisorshiptheTrole. fie- states versus the role ocal

-
goirerninents as tO

vhbnishoulci...conti.O1 the" purse strings. .

course,-biigs=iis back to-the problem -of- how the_ history- of-child__ _

levelopment ,funding Apacts upon delivery systems.' The- problem of coOrdi-
kation at the state level is made much m-Sre difficult because the states have to
espond;and have responded in the past, to the various categorical kinds of
unding that Pr., Wirite.clikussed. If there. are more than 200 federal programs,

have to do something abOiit ing;up the:humber of different programsroil
ti-td Ole number of agericie-sSvi-ii4i fUnd thew if you can really expect any other
chit government- to' Se -4,1.6`tO coorclina,?,e and plan.

Another emerging tren,OniSan'interest "oithe,part the.00a to reviSeits
'esearch policy; toward moVe practical ends. If thLf.is- in fact- true,, it is a very
pportune time for a group like thisIO talk about the forni that national re-

.earch policy in child development Might .take. There is, of-course, asimUlta-.

teous trend in HEW towards .systems analysis and sytems managemeitAwe
ire- hearing many complaints from people who deal withHEW as to their:over-
eliance on sNtricis analysis peo,pl_

Lastly, it is very easy in a group like this, and perhaps even in writing a
eport to_assUmethOst.there are manyq5e6ple:around the country who
eally believe in ,ChiId -development and that there exists a constituency for
:Mid development. Perhaps I do not:need to inform you that this-reallyis-not
he case. The strongest unified group that we. .hear from are people who are
oncerned about day care for very immediate-reasons; this is related, of course,
o the changing role of women that WilliaM Kessen-preFiously discu5sed. Some

the factors determining the effectiveness of programs are evident here. It is
lifficult for any professiOnals, including developmental psychologists, to agree
tpon priorities. There is a very real _concern among people whb deliver and
administer programs at the state or local level about protection: of their area of
esponsibility, fiscal appropriations, and, therefore, who will be able to
!ontinue to function.

I think' that there is no, outcry around this country for child development
ervices per se. Consumers, parents, and families are not demanding compre-
kentive 'child development services 'in any 'unified fashion that would affect
political decisionmaking. There are people who care about day care and there
ire parents of the handicapped who want different kinds of special education

parent training 'programs. For us to sit and talk about how child deVelop-,
nent.is wonderful and how people-ought to proceed is very impractical; there
ire.no people out there who are goix-Wo putopressure On political 4ecision-

-nakers- to bring-it about.
..



If there is a cry out there, it is inartiCulate..becaUse'riobOdy \\eally OwS
what the cry" is about; I -asked Dr: White for 'his definition of general pre-

"- schools. I -cold say everything he said about general.-Preschools and about
child deveIopirit. Of course everybody uses the term child development and

sure 'no one thinks of it exactly in the Same way. When I talk 'about child_
developinent;71. think of, all kinds of fustifitations for it. -Yet, I do not believe

_ 1

there is much justification for White's conception of general preschoolS because
think, whether we like it-or not,l-itris<ast in-people's-minds in terms ..of -a. con--

tinua-tion of school. Perhap? it is not the_view held.by most child psycholo-,
-

gists; but to most people school-is thought of as four -walls With -ki*in-grOups -

and preSaibol is the-lower echelon of this stitIcureI
There are least three geileral questions that have been raised by ;the, ---

report and the discussion.:of it that have impOitant policy impliCations.,- The
'first relates to kresent research methOdOlogy and evaluail.on_techni-qtieS, aricL
What they do or Tc16 not indicate -about "program* priorities. I believe;:the
developmental psychologists are saying that the indications from research:. .

MetliodolOgY 'and evaluation .techniques for program priorities are very.; -

limited.,Theretpre, one.inakes a leap in space, that is very convincing until yOu-
are: in the posiliOn of a state legislator or a federal legislator or a state agency
administrator having to make a hard'clecision about whether to speritt,rncinke;.
xi day care or on early screening or perhaps;

ask
new Conarriunity'Ycollege;:::-:

oliCyrrtakers have a very strong tendericto-ask fOr 'go"' orl"riO7gO" kinds of.-
irlirrnatiotiest sayihg -that our evAluatiap techniques are inadequate
:pro "de tha-t intormation will not solveAe.prbblems. I think-we need to Face
this problem and either try to reeducate decisionmakers or -deVelop new
techniques.

This relates to-the second question concerning cost-benefit data that we
discussed previously. Dr. White seemed to reject cost-benefi analysis either.
because of lack of data or because he found no justificatio for its use: But
policyrnakers think in these terms; they want answers. It see to me that it is
essential fdr us to consider whether cost - benefit:. analysis can be do _whether
it. should be done, and when it is not feasible, ',what policymakers s ould be
told to -replace it with. 17 ,

Thirdly, I am still not satisfied With Wh-ite's answer -to- the 1png -term
research policy. question. I have reviewed :volume. three and the questions
raised there are very good, but it seems to me that we need more discussion of
this pa-rticular question. .We probably do need a long - terra, intramural non=
governmental group. There certainly is a feeling among people who allocate
fundS that there has already been a great deal of research, that we ought to be
able:to draw"conclusions frOm what has been done, and that we shouldot put
more money into new derrionstration efforts, thereby throwing good money.
after bad: We need to come to some consensus, if-it is at all possibly, on what
the peiorities should be in the case- of. a- long-term research policy relating to
child deVelopment.
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As to specific practical implementation qvstioris coInin&out of the report

and asked about by policymakers, they'are many'and varieW. They re."hoW
,

to question's-related ,t-o.credentialing,.:clay Fare licensing, needs' assessment and
Planning; techniqUes of local control-anci,kinvolverrient, methods of igning,
financirig-packages to fund all these. programs that people saythey,Wa t the-
kin&. of staff -training neCessary, and-so .forth,,..live ought to fOlroW- up
people Who are more directly* involved in policymaking or i§-sues"-si4 as day
care. i think peapie the -rePizrt n.say -that -onharrnfuNfay:teare;----=-
c-whatever that really is is probably a, good, investment, or at least, iY--.there

fficient justifiedfor it, then a state would'be in launching sat kind..
of pro'gram..1-14.Ow SiateoC5 directors facing that specific dedsion: Shciuld
they ko2.ai>ea& and- fecornriferichat a broadcale,.. day care 'program -be.--

implemented? The issues raised. in White'S .recorrfmendations abctut kinder-,
garten through grade three. schoolineare_veryi intriguing .Perhaps we 14low.:scj
little about what happens before:kindergarren.-that we Might be -justlfiecil--in
siplyztrYing- to reform' the--..kin-derg,tten though grade .three ievel and see
.wat:that does. This a very intriguing thought to many policymakers_ Perhaps f"

better to try to, reform what you have rather thkn just extend it downward."
Shouldn't we look' at that?

We also discussed ecological-infervention. Is income maintenance more
important, for example,- than putting those funds into a day care program, or
is that. kind of :approach just a -red herring? Can we come to any conclusions
aboUt the broader approach versus the more specific pries? It would be inter-
esting to follow up' on the question ,&f 'family support or strengthening the;
family versus interventionism. I believe we were really getting into some of
those issues about how 'it can be' done and whether it should be done.

Basically, policy people and program people are asking the developmental'
psychologists what there is a consensus on. It is easier to sell- programs if there
is a. consensus: Z.lothing was more of a treat to polickrriakers, than Bloom's
-notion that most of-the child's ,intelligence is developed in early years. That
vvas-irrefutble 'evidence; or at least that is what they were told. d

:.Policy people Could deal, with this_ It is a question of saleability. There are
other ways that policy is sold-. Some is' througiepUblic pressure; we have,--dis-
cussed this in relation to day Care:-Another way that policy is sold is what we
call, for lack of a better term, a "sexy" issue. Child abu is a sexy issue; .you
dorit.have to have a constituency out there to -do so ing about child abuse
because you get lots'of publicity by taking action. tit comes back to wh'at is
the consensus, what really is known, what, issu aret leable? How do we sell

,--0.child care? Y.

t;
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_ . U or collection ofP LOG E 'We have chosen to end_or discussion as ari epi-
ldgue rather than 4s a summary
statements. The material that-we have presented is -

rather. diverse. Half of it is 7cleu'oted to the proCess
of establishing a rational dialogue between public
policymakers interested in the problems of child
care and those who,sttidy the problems of _chil

---------d-Velop-friei:it-,-.-Tlie-..bthiate-i-ial----cbncerns the
content around: which our attempt: at dialogue ?
took place. it would not be posSible-t-o:surnmarize,

'

the years work- Withsut repeating Much of !what
e.We hav 'alfeady said- We'feel our effort and the

effprts attended the eonferences,
te ''critiques; and I thought:

ild care and ptiblicpolicy.
e -td the end of our effort .

with-as many if not more'queStiorisihan when we
started. We h not resolved these queStiOns: We
have therel beg-un-to make-the-first_ effort toward
a.,-complexfsOcial, political, .anc:tintelleAttial
'action. Other attempts on- 4iffIrenr.leliel and, for

read the- reprort, wr
about the prOlerits of
was nCrt wasted. We ca

different reasons need to be Made.
hope that bur. experience and o
tior..of That experience help,oihe
further. afortS.

cary:only
I presenta-

s in making. ..

We-- believe that = exploration shouleit now -take,
_thelforM olan active engagement of rife -study. of
this problem through experimentation around
selective scenes. Philosophical- discourse on the
role of systems, public _policy, and child care,
although valuable -.and important, should riow

"give way to an active attempt to prdede a:rational
process for public policy on the care and growth:
of our children.
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